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Abstract

In a democracy, when two leaders bargain over a policy, they need to compromise.

The public reaction determines the tolerances of the constituents, which in turn deter-

mines the cost of compromise for the leaders. A leader may bluff when she learns that

the public reaction will move unfavorably, but the opponent may not know this. Under

continuous-time canonical Rubinstein bargaining, I show that there is a unique equi-

librium that resembles a war of attrition with multiple non-committed types. When the

probability that the leaders do not know the public response ε converges to zero, the

probability of bluff converges to zero in any given bargaining environment. However,

given any ε (however small), we can find bargaining environments where one of the

leaders will bluff with probability one and keep doing so for a positive duration.
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Introduction

Legislating in a democratic system often requires policy compromises. This paper studies

political bargaining between two leaders, while there is incomplete information about the

public reaction to this policy issue. The public reaction determines the tolerances of the

constituents and, accordingly, the cost of compromises for the leaders. We build a simple

tractable model and determine what type of equilibrium emerges in such a political bargain-

ing game. We then look into the case where the probability that the leaders do not know

the public reaction is small. We study whether, in equilibrium, it is likely that the leaders

will immediately agree on the same policy position as they do when the public reaction is

commonly known.

Consider two political leaders - left (L) and right (R) - who represent constituencies

known to stand on two opposite extremes on this issue. A compromise is necessary to

reach an agreement. The constituents may not tolerate compromises, especially a large

compromise. A constituent k of leader i has a tolerance threshold xki , varying across con-

stituents. Nature selects a state ω ∈ {L ,R} which shifts the distribution of xki . We call

this state - public reaction. In state L the public reaction moves to the left and makes some

of the more tolerant left constituents less so. In state R the public reaction moves to the

right and makes some of the more tolerant right constituents less so.1

We consider the canonical Rubinstein (1982) bargaining game under continuous-time

and assume that when the public reaction moves favorably, the constituents are sufficiently

intolerant. If it is commonly known that on this policy issue, the public reaction favors L

(say), then L can credibly commit to not making a large compromise because it is indeed

costly for her. In equilibrium, we get a deal me out result (See Binmore, Shaked and Sutton

(1989)), where leader R concedes right away. We relax the complete information assump-

tion. Suppose that leader R privately learns (for instance, bought data from some data

broker) that the public reaction on this issue will move unfavorably. If leader R believes

that leader L may not know this, she may bluff rather than concede right away.

We assume the following information structure. Nature draws the state or public re-

action from a commonly known prior, and each leader privately learns the public reaction

with a known probability. A bargaining environment, denoted by θ, captures the following:

1For instance, consider the clean air act 1990. The scientific community conclusively proved that acid
rain is caused by industrial pollution. The left constituents who used to care about the cost of business
(moderates) would not have tolerated if the left leader compromised and agreed to a low environment standard
for businesses.
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(1) impatience of the leaders, (2) tolerance distributions of the constituents in each state,

and (3) the prior belief over the states. While the information environment is captured by

ε = (εL, εR), where εi is the probability that leader i does not know the public reaction.

There is almost complete information when εi is close to zero for each leader i = L,R.

I show that a unique equilibrium emerges that resembles a war of attrition. In equi-

librium, a leader who knows that the public reaction will move favorably (the I type) is

committed to the same policy position they agree to when the public reaction is commonly

known. While a leader who knows the public reaction will move unfavorably (the I ′ type),

or does not know the public reaction (the U type), may bluff and masquerade as the type

who knows that public response will favor her and wait for the opponent to concede.

In equilibrium, how long a leader bluff depends on a notion of bargaining strength

(which I will explain shortly). I show that given any political bargaining environment

θ, the bargaining strengths become almost balanced when ε → (0, 0). Accordingly, the

leaders do not bluff when they learn that the public reaction will move unfavorably. Thus,

almost immediately, they agree to the same policy position as they do when the public

reaction is commonly known. However, given ε (however small), we can find θ where the

bargaining strengths are far from balanced. Accordingly, one of the leaders will bluff with

a probability 1 and may keep bluffing for a positive duration. Thus, in one of the states, it is

impossible to reach an immediate agreement on the same policy position as they do under

complete information.

The reputational bargaining literature pioneered by Abreu and Gul (2000) (hereafter

AG) gives us a unique war of attrition equilibrium under continuous time. In AG, there is

one commitment type and one non-committed rational type. Abreu, Pearce and Stacchetti

(2015) (henceforth APS) extend this equilibrium when one of the agents has two non-

committed types who differ in their discount rates. In equilibrium, a one-sided skimming

property holds — the more patient type concedes later. There are two non-committed types

(I ′ and U) on both sides in our setup. Although the non-committed types do not differ

in their discount rates, they differ in their beliefs. Compared to the U type, the I ′ type is

more reluctant to bluff and less optimistic about the opponent conceding. Consequently,

in equilibrium, first, the I ′ type concedes, followed by the U type. Thus, the skimming

property holds on both sides.

As is standard in reputational bargaining, either a non-committed leader does not bluff,

and an agreement is reached immediately, or in the absence of immediate agreement, both

sides keep bluffing with such probabilities that keep the types who are randomizing indif-
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ferent. As time progresses and there is no concession, they will become more convinced

that the opponent is committed and not bluffing. Once an uninformed leader becomes fully

convinced that the opponent is committed, she stops bluffing and concedes. If she no longer

bluffs, the uninformed opponent will also know that she is committed. This means that the

updated beliefs that the opponent is the committed type must become 1 at the same time,

and there is no bluffing beyond this time.

Suppose that in equilibrium, the I ′ types never bluffs — that is, when a leader learns

that the public reaction will move unfavorably, she concedes immediately. This means after

seeing no immediate concession; the uninformed leaders understand that the opponent is

either the committed I type or uninformed. This resulting game is similar to AG, with one

non-committed type on both sides. Recall that for this to be an equilibrium, the updated

beliefs that the opponent is committed must become 1 at the same time. If (θ, ε) are such

that this property holds, we call this the balanced strength situation. If the strengths are

balanced, leaders do not bluff after learning that public reaction will move unfavorably.

Notice that as long as the I ′ types concede immediately with positive probability, the U
type opponent will definitely bluff (strictly prefers bluffing over conceding right away).

If they do not take the same time to build their reputation (assuming that the I ′ types

do not bluff), then the strengths are not balanced. Then, it must be the case that the leader

who takes less time to build her reputation will bluff even after learning that the public

reaction will move unfavorably. We call this leader the strong bargainer, and the other

leader the weak bargainer. Notice that both the leaders cannot bluff when they know

that public reaction will move unfavorably. If they do, then it follows from the skimming

property that there is a time interval in which only the I ′ types from both sides randomize

between conceding and waiting. However, if a leader knows that public reaction will move

unfavorably (the I ′ type), her opponent cannot be the I ′ type. Therefore, the I ′ type cannot

be indifferent and thus, will not randomize if only the I ′ type opponent randomizes.

Suppose that the strong bargainer always bluffs (probability 1) and the weak bargainer

never bluffs (probability 0) when they learn that public reaction will move unfavorably.

Then, after time zero, it is clear that the weak bargainer is either committed or uninformed,

while the strong bargainer can be committed, uninformed, or the I ′ type. This resulting

game is similar to APS, and as in APS, it has two phases. In the first phase, the uninformed

weak bargainer and the I ′ type of the strong bargainer will randomize between keep bluffing

and conceding. The uninformed strong bargainer will never concede and always bluff in

this first phase. In the second phase, the uninformed types from both sides will mix. Recall
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that in equilibrium, the updated beliefs of the uninformed type that the opponent is stubborn

must become 1 simultaneously.

- If (θ, ε) are such that the strong bargainer takes longer, then we say that the bargain-

ing strengths are moderately unbalanced. This means the strong bargainer is strong

enough to bluff even after learning that the public reaction will move unfavorably,

but not so strong that she always bluffs.

- However, if (θ, ε) are such that the weak bargainer still takes longer, then we say

that the bargaining strengths are extremely unbalanced. This means that the strong

bargainer will always bluff, and even the uninformed weak bargainer may not always

bluff.

I show that for any θ when ε is sufficiently small, the bargaining strengths are never

extremely unbalanced. In fact, an almost balance of strengths is reached. Consequently,

the probability that even the strong bargainer will bluff after learning that public reaction

will move unfavorably converges to zero. Recall that the I ′ type of the weak bargainer does

not bluff. Thus, for any θ, when ε is sufficiently small, in any state, the probability that the

leader agree on the same policy position as they do when they commonly know the public

reaction is almost 1.2

However, this does not mean that for any given small ε, the above probability will be

close to 1 regardless of the bargaining environment θ. Consider any ε. Without loss of

generality, suppose that εL ≥ εR. Consider a bargaining environment where the left con-

stituents are extremely intolerant when the public reaction favors the left. This means R

will get almost zero if she concedes. This makes R very reluctant to concede, which weak-

ens L’s bargaining strength. I show that for sufficiently low tolerance, the strengths become

extremely unbalanced. Therefore, in equilibrium, the strong bargainer R always bluffs and

keeps bluffing for a positive duration. Suppose the public reaction favors L. Although there

is only a small probability that L will ever concede, because R keeps bluffing, it will take

time to reach an agreement. In fact, the probability that they will immediately reach an

agreement on the same policy position as they do when they commonly know that the state

favors L is 0.
2Notice that under almost complete information, in either state, one of the leaders is likely to be commit-

ted. This limiting case is different from the limiting case studied under reputational bargaining, where the
probability that either agent is committed converges to 0.
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Related Literature

Public reaction shapes policy compromises in political bargaining. When the public re-

action is commonly known, Muthoo (1992), Levenotoğlu and Tarar (2005) show that a

higher cost of compromise helps a leader get a larger share of the pie in equilibrium. More

recently, Basak and Deb (2020) study such a political bargaining game where the public

reaction is unknown and gets publicly revealed at a later date. Since there is no private in-

formation, there is no scope for bluffing. The authors show that in equilibrium, the leaders

wait and gamble over the public opinion even though at least one of them has to bear the

cost of compromise later. This paper considers private information about public reaction,

which creates a much richer equilibrium dynamics involving bluffs. We investigate when

a leader bluffs, for how long, and will they keep doing so when there is almost complete

information.

Alesina and Drazen (1991) build a classic political war of attrition game between two

groups who fight over tax burden and cause a delay in adopting a stabilization policy to

reduce the large budget deficit. The uncertainty is about the private cost of continuing the

war of attrition for the groups. In our setup, the uncertainty is about a common state that

moves in one direction, introducing a negative correlation in the cost of compromise. Also,

notice that the authors directly impose a war of attrition structure, while we consider a

canonical bargaining game and the war of attrition arises as a unique equilibrium.

The early bargaining literature (See Ausubel, Cramton and Deneckere (2002) for a sur-

vey) shows that in a canonical bargaining game, under two-sided asymmetric information,

multiple equilibria can be constructed using belief-based threats. AG resolved this multi-

plicity by assuming commitment types immune to belief-based threats. This makes the war

of attrition equilibrium unique. In our setup, a leader who knows that the state favors her

behaves like a commitment type. However, this commitment arises endogenously. In Sec-

tion 2, we construct the war of attrition equilibrium assuming that the I type is committed,

while In Section 3.1, we show why commitment arises endogenously. We also discuss the

features of our setup that drives this result and when this may be violated.

The literature that most closely resembles the equilibrium dynamics is reputational bar-

gaining. I have already mentioned the relation to AG and APS in constructing the war of

attrition equilibrium. For some recent developments in this literature, see Kambe (1999),

Compte and Jehiel (2002), Abreu and Pearce (2007), Wolitzky (2012), Atakan and Ek-

mekci (2014), Özyurt (2015), Fanning (2016, 2021), Sanktjohanser (2018), Ekmekci and
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Zhang (2021). Fanning and Wolitzky (2020) provide an excellent survey of this literature.

There are some crucial differences in the nature of the equilibrium here. For instance,

when the two leaders have balanced strengths, the non-committed leaders never give up

immediately under reputational bargaining. In our setup, in contrast, both leaders imme-

diately give up whenever they learn that the public reaction will move unfavorably. More-

over, there is higher-order uncertainty. Feinberg and Skrzypacz (2005), Tsoy (2018) and

Madarász (2021) also study how higher-order uncertainty influences the equilibrium dy-

namics in bargaining. In Section 3.2, I discuss some of the important differences with the

reputational bargaining literature. In Section 3.3, I describe a special case when one of the

leaders almost surely learns the public reaction, but the other leader does not. Thus, there

is higher-order uncertainty but only on one side.

This paper also studies the robustness of the complete information bargaining result.

Weinstein and Yildiz (2013) study this question but takes a different approach. They estab-

lish a general result that for any bargaining outcome, one can introduce a small amount of

incomplete information in such a way that the resulting type profile has a unique rational-

izable action profile that leads to this bargaining outcome. However, the authors mention

“the types constructed in our article are complicated, and it is not easy to interpret how

they are related to economic parameters” (p 380). In contrast, this paper considers a per-

turbation with a simple interpretation — small probability that the leaders do not know

which way the public reaction will move. Under this simple perturbation, this paper shows

why or why not the leader almost immediately agree at the same policy position as they do

when the state is commonly known.

1 Model

There are two political leadersN = {L,R} and a status quo policy that gives 0 to both lead-

ers. An opportunity has arrived to bring a change, but the two leaders need to agree. The

two leaders represent two constituencies with a complete opposite preferences on this is-

sue. We assume that the policy space is p ∈ [0, 1]. While the L constituents want p = 1, the

R constituents want p = 0. Therefore, a compromise is necessary to reach an agreement.

A compromise is costly because some constituents may not tolerate such compromise.

Tolerance and Public Reaction: There is a mass 1 of constituents for both leaders.

We refer to the leaders as i ∈ {L,R} and a constituent as k ∈ [0, 1]. A constituent
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k ∈ [0, 1] of leader i is endowed with a tolerance threshold xki . If the distance between the

policy position p that the leader i agrees to and the ideal policy position is higher than xki ,

the constituent k stops supporting leader i.

Nature selects a state ω ∈ {L ,R}. We say that the public reaction favors L when

ω = L , and the public reaction favors R when ω = R. The state affects the distribution

of tolerance in the following sense. Some constituents are tolerant, and some constituents

are intolerant. When the public reaction moves favorably, even the tolerant constituents

become intolerant.

We capture this in a simple parametric fashion. We assume that conditional on the state

ω, for any leader i, xki are identically and independently distributed for all k ∈ [0, 1]. In

state L , while xkR ∼ U [0, 1], the distribution of tolerance thresholds xkL is

P (xkL ≤ x|L ) = x · 1(x < 1− xL) + 1(x ≥ 1− xL).

Analogously, in state R, while xkL ∼ U [0, 1], the distribution of tolerance thresholds xkR is

P (xkR ≤ x|R) = x · 1(x < 1− xR) + 1(x ≥ 1− xR).

It is important to note how the distribution of tolerance thresholds changes when the

public reaction moves favorably. Consider, for instance, the L constituents. When the pub-

lic reaction moves unfavorably (ω = R), the tolerance thresholds are uniformly distributed

in [0, 1]. Think of the L constituents who tolerate a compromise larger than 1 − xL as

the tolerant constituents and the other constituents as intolerant. When the public reaction

moves favorably (ω = L ), the only difference is that the tolerant L constituents are no

longer tolerant, and their tolerance thresholds drop to 1− xL.3

To go back to the example, consider the issue of imposing an environmental standard

on business. While R constituents care more about the cost of business and want a lower

standard (ideally p = 0), the L constituents care about the pollution and want a higher

standard (ideally p = 1). Some of the L constituents are more tolerant of compromises

because they are sympathetic to the difficulty of raising the cost of business. However,

in 1990, when the scientific community conclusively proved that acid rain is caused by

industrial pollution, such L constituents turned less tolerant. We assume that when the

state is L , the L constituents who used to tolerate a compromise larger than 1 − xL no

3This feature plays an important role in the equilibrium uniqueness argument. In Section 3.1, we discuss
this feature and show another alternative setup that may violate the uniqueness result.
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longer do so.

We refer to xL and xR as the tolerance parameters and assume they are commonly

known. A higher xL (or xR) means that when the public reaction moves favorably, the L

(or R) constituents are more intolerant.

Assumption 1 When the public reaction moves favorably, the constituents becomes suffi-

ciently intolerant: xL ≥ x∗, xR ≥ 1− x∗, where x∗ = rR
rL+rR

is the Rubinstein equilibrium

policy position.

This assumption ensures that these tolerance levels will influence the equilibrium policy

position if the public reaction is commonly known. We will discuss the role of this as-

sumption in Section 2.1.

Leaders’ Payoff: The leaders prefer an agreement sooner than later, captured by sta-

tionary discounting ri, i ∈ N . If the leaders agree, then both get 1, but the larger compro-

mise a leader makes to reach this agreement, the more supporter she loses. Consider leader

L. Recall that the ideal policy for the L constituents is 1. Therefore, if she agrees to policy

position p, it means a compromise of size 1 − p. Constituents with tolerance thresholds

strictly lower than 1− p will not support her. Thus, if she agrees to a policy position p after

negotiating for time t and the state is ω then her payoff is e−rLtuL(p, t, ω), where

uL(p, t, ω) = 1− P (xkL < 1− p|ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
lost support

.

Accordingly,

uL(p, t,R) = p and uL(p, t,L ) = p · 1(p ≥ xL).

Notice that the only difference between the payoffs in the two states is that if L agrees to a

policy position p < xL, then in stateR (unfavorable public reaction), she will still have the

support of p most tolerant constituents, however, in state L (favorable public reaction), she

will lose even these tolerant constituents.

Analogously, when R agrees to policy position p, it means a compromise of size p. If

leader R agrees to a policy position p after negotiating for time t and the state is ω then her

payoff is e−rRtuR(p, t, ω), where

uR(p, t, ω) = 1− P (xkR < p|ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
lost support

.
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Accordingly,

uR(p, t,L ) = 1− p and uR(p, t,R) = (1− p) · 1(1− p ≥ xR).

Notice that the only difference between the payoffs in the two states is that if R agrees to

a policy position p > 1 − xR, then in state L (unfavorable public reaction), she will still

have the support of (1−p) most tolerant constituents, however, in stateR (favorable public

reaction), she will lose even these tolerant constituents.

We assume that a leader prefers the status quo over a policy compromise that will cost

her all the support. We can interpret this as this policy compromise on this issue (which

costs her all the support) being used against her in the next primary.

The bargaining game: The bargaining proceeds as an alternating offer bargaining

game ’a la Rubinstein (1982). One of the leaders is picked randomly with probability 1
2

to make the first policy proposal p ∈ [0, 1]. If the other leader accepts this proposal, an

agreement is reached, and the game ends; otherwise, it continues to the next round. The

other leader proposes the next round, and the same process continues until an agreement

is reached. Thus, potentially the game can go on forever. We assume the time interval

between two rounds ∆→ 0. That is, the discount factor e−ri∆ → 1.

Information Structure: We say that there is complete information when the public

reaction and the resulting compromise cost for both leaders are commonly known. We are

interested in a world where there is a positive probability εi that leader i does not know the

underlying public reaction and, accordingly, whether a compromise will be more costly for

her or her opponent. Formally, we assume that nature draws a state ω ∈ Ω = {L ,R}
from a commonly known prior: πL = P (ω = L ), πR = P (ω = R), and πL + πR = 1.

Each leader i ∈ N receives a private signal ωi ∈ Ωi = Ω ∪ {U}, where U represents an

uninformative signal realization. The signal structure of leader i ∈ N = {L,R} is denoted

by the conditional probability distributions qi : Ω→ P(Ωi), where

qi(ωi|ω) ωi = L ωi = U ωi = R

ω = L 1− εi εi 0

ω = R 0 εi 1− εi.
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Thus, the information structure can be represented by a vector ε = (εL, εR), where εi
captures the probability that leader i does not know the public reaction. When εi is close to

0 for all i ∈ N , we say that there is almost complete information.

Beliefs: Given the information structure, at the initial history ∅, a leader i who re-

ceives a signal L or R believes that her opponent j 6= i receives the same signal with

probability 1 − εj and signal U with probability εj . On the other hand, a leader i who

receives the signal U does not know how the public reaction will move. She believes that

it will move unfavorably, and the opponent knows this with probability πj(1 − εj); it will

move favorably, and the opponent knows this with probability πi(1− εj); or, the opponent

is also uninformed with probability εj .

For convenience, I relabel the types as I (learns that the public reaction will move

favorably), I ′ (learns that the public reaction will move unfavorably), and U (uninformed).

Since the state is either L or R, the I type does not believe that her opponent can be the

I type, and the I ′ type does not believe that her opponent can be the I ′ type. At the initial

node ∅, let αωij (∅)(ωj) be the belief of the ωi type of leader i that her opponent j is the ωj
type, where i, j ∈ N and i 6= j. Then,

αωij (∅)(ωj) ωj = I ωj = I ′ ωj = U
ωi = I 0 1− εj εj

ωi = I ′ 1− εj 0 εj

ωi = U πj(1− εj) πi(1− εj) εj .

Recall that the I and I ′ types know the public reaction, and only the U type is uncertain

whether the public reaction will move favorably or unfavorably. I use πj(.) for ωi = U
type’s belief that the public reaction will move unfavorably.

Reluctance to compromise: It is important to understand how the public reaction

affects the cost of compromise and how different types vary in their reluctance to compro-

mise. Consider leader L (say). A compromise to policy position p ≥ xL is considered to

be a sufficiently small compromise. Regardless of the public reaction, such a small com-

promise only costs her the support of some intolerant constituents, and thus, she gets the

same payoff in either state. Accordingly, the reluctance to compromise is the same for any

type. On the other hand, a compromise to policy position p < xL is considered to be a suf-

ficiently large compromise. Such a large compromise definitely cost her the support of the
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intolerant constituents and some tolerant constituents. When the public reaction moves fa-

vorably, not even the most tolerant constituent will support such compromise, which could

lead to a challenge in the next primary.

Thus, the I type who knows that the public reaction will move favorably will rather stick

with the status quo than agree to a compromise p < xL. However, the leader may make

such a compromise when she knows that the public reaction will move unfavorably (I ′ type)

or does not know the public reaction (U type). The U type is more reluctant to make such

a compromise than the I ′ type. To see this, note that if L agrees to p < xL after bargaining

for time t, then the I ′ type gets e−rLtp while the U type gets (1−πR(t)) · 0 +πR(t) · e−ritp,

where πR(t) is the probability she assigns to the public reaction moving unfavorably. This

means that if the U type keeps bargaining, she discounts a smaller share than the I ′ type.

This makes the U type more reluctant to compromise than the I ′ type.

Solution Concept: Under complete information, we use sub-game perfect Nash equi-

librium, and under incomplete information, we use perfect Bayesian equilibrium as our so-

lution concept. Throughout this paper, we only consider bargaining under the continuous-

time limit (∆→ 0).4

2 Main Result

2.1 Complete Information Benchmark

Consider the benchmark where it is commonly known that the public reaction favors L

(say). Therefore, even the tolerant L constituents are no longer tolerant. If the leaders agree

to a policy p after bargaining for time t, then R gets e−rRt(1− p) and L gets e−rLtp ·1(p ≥
xL). Notice that if leader L agrees to a policy position p < xL, then such a compromise

on this issue will cost her all the support. Thus, leader L will rather stick to the status quo

than accept such a policy position.

This game is the same as in Binmore, Shaked and Sutton (1989) where xL works as an

outside option or the minimum share of the pie L is willing to accept. Given assumption

1, it follows from Binmore, Shaked and Sutton (1989), that under continuous-time limit

(∆ → 0), they will immediately agree on p = xL. We call it immediate concession from

4AG shows that the equilibrium outcome under discrete-time converges in distribution to the continuous-
time war of attrition. The same argument applies here (See Section 3.2).
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R. Analogously, if it is commonly known that the public reaction favors R, then they

immediately agree on p = 1− xR. We call it immediate concession from L.

Note that when the public reaction moves favorably, leader L (say) will not agree to

p < xL. However, in equilibrium, L cannot get anything better either. The best L can do

is to say deal me out unless p ≥ xL. It follows from assumption 1 that this xL is at least

as high as the Rubinstein equilibrium share x∗. If the L constituents were not sufficiently

intolerant, that is, xL < x∗, then xL will have no effect on equilibrium, and the leader will

immediately agree on the standard Rubinstein solution x∗. Note that the deal me out result

in this political bargaining follows from the crucial feature that when the public reaction

moves favorably, the only difference it makes to the distribution of tolerance is that the

tolerant constituents are no longer tolerant.

Note that when the public reaction moves favorably, leader L (say) will not agree to

p < xL. However, in equilibrium, L cannot get anything better either. The best L can do

is to say deal me out unless p ≥ xL. It follows from assumption 1 that this xL is at least

as high as the Rubinstein equilibrium share x∗. If the L constituents were not sufficiently

intolerant, that is, xL < x∗, then xL will have no effect on equilibrium, and the leader will

immediately agree on the standard Rubinstein solution x∗. Note that the deal me out result

in this political bargaining follows from the crucial feature that when the public reaction

moves favorably, the only difference it makes to the distribution of tolerance is that the

tolerant constituents are no longer tolerant.

2.2 War of Attrition

This section constructs the war of attrition equilibrium in the spirit of reputational bargain-

ing. We assume that a leader who knows that the public reaction will move favorably (the

I type) is “committed” to demanding the policy position they agree to when the public

reaction is commonly known. She accepts a better policy with probability 1, and a worse

policy with probability 0.5

Assuming such a commitment type, AG first showed that a unique equilibrium emerges

under continuous-time, resembling a war of attrition. In AG, there is only one non-commitment

type on both sides. APS builds on this result and introduces two non-commitment types on

one side. We will build on both these results and construct the war of attrition equilibrium

5We will explain later why the I type endogenously chooses to behave like this commitment type in
Section 3.1.
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when there are two non-commitment types on both sides. Formally, I show that under the

continuous-time limit, given the commitment of the I types, a unique equilibrium emerges

that resembles a war of attrition with multiple non-commitment types (I ′ and U) on both

sides who bluff and masquerade as the type who knows that the public reaction will move

favorably.

An important feature of continuous-time reputational bargaining is that once a leader

reveals that she is not committed, while the opponent has not done so, under continuous-

time, Coase conjecture holds — the leader concedes immediately.6 Given this Coasian

result, bargaining becomes a war of attrition, where the non-commitment types only de-

cide how long to keep bluffing. They concede and agree to the opponent’s proposal when

they stop bluffing. Let F ωi
i (t) be the probability that leader i stops bluffing by time t. If

F ωi
i (0) = 0, we say that ωi always bluffs. If F ωi

i (0) = 1, we say that ωi never bluffs.

Define

Ti[ωi] := inf{t|F ωi
i (t) = lim

t→∞
F ωi
i (t)} (1)

as the time by which ωi ∈ {I ′,U} finish bluffing, and

Ti := max{Ti[I ′], Ti[U ]}. (2)

Therefore, both non-stubborn types of leader i finish bluffing by time Ti, and after time Ti,

it is revealed that leader i will never concede.

Consider a non-stubborn type. Suppose she can concede right now or bluff for the next

instance and then concede. Since delay is costly, she bluffs only if she believes the opponent

may concede in the meantime. In equilibrium, they randomize with such probabilities

that the type of opponent who randomizes remains indifferent between keep bluffing and

conceding.

LetGωi
j (t) be the belief of ωi that her opponent j 6= iwill stop bluffing by time t. Recall

that both ωi = I ′ and ωi = U believe that the opponent is uninformed with probability εj .

However, while ωi = I ′ believes that the opponent cannot be the I ′ type, ωi = U assigns

probability πi(1− εj) that the opponent is the I ′ type. Therefore,

GI′

j (t) = εjF
U
j (t) (3)

GUj (t) = εjF
U
j (t) + πi(1− εj)F I′

j (t). (4)
6I will discuss this result in Section 3.2.
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Lemma 1 In the continuous time war of attrition with multiple non-stubborn types on both

sides, the following properties must hold true:

(P1) ωi = I ′ concedes before ωi = U concedes.

(P2) The two leaders will finish bluffing at the same time — that is,

TL = TR =: T.

(P3) If a leader believes that her opponent may not always bluff, then she will always

bluff. That is, for all i ∈ N,ωi ∈ {I ′,U} and j 6= i,

F ωi
i (0) ·Gωi

j (0) = 0.

(P4) It is impossible that both leaders bluff after they learn that the public reaction will

move unfavorably — that is,

TL[I ′] · TR[I ′] = 0.

We can see from (3) and (4) that GUj (t) ≥ GI′
j (t). This means conditional on no agree-

ment until time t; the uninformed type is at least as optimistic as the I ′ type regarding the

opponent conceding in the next instance.7 Moreover, unlike the I ′ type, the uninformed

type does not know the state. Thus, when the uninformed type keeps bargaining, she dis-

counts a smaller share of the surplus than the I ′ type. This makes the uninformed type less

reluctant to keep bargaining compared to the I ′ type (See the reluctance to compromise

discussion in Section 1). Together these two features imply that at any t if the uninformed

type of leader i may concede, then the I ′ type of leader i must have already conceded.

In APS, two non-stubborn types on one side differ in terms of their discount rates. The

authors show a one-sided skimming property where the more patient type concedes later

in equilibrium. Although the different types have the same discount rate in our setup, they

differ in terms of their beliefs. We refer to this first property (P1) as the two-sided skimming

property.

The second (P2) and the third (P3) properties are standard in reputational bargaining.

Below I provide the main intuition. For the formal argument, see AG. Consider (P2). Recall
7The uninformed type is strictly more optimistic than the I ′ type if either F I′

j (t) > 0 or the I ′ opponent
may concede in the next instance.
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that beyond time Ti, it is evident that i is stubborn and will never concede. Suppose for

contradiction Ti < Tj . This means j keeps bluffing even after it is clear that i is stubborn

and will never concede. However, a leader will only bluff if there is a positive probability

that the opponent may concede in the meantime, which is a contradiction. Next, consider

(P3). Suppose that a leader i of type ωi ∈ {I ′,U} believes that her opponent does not

always bluff. That is, leader j may concede right away with positive probability (Gωi
j (0) >

0). This means she strictly prefers bluffing over conceding right away. Therefore, F ωi
i (0) =

0.

Finally, the fourth property (P4) says that at least one leader who learns that the public

reaction will move unfavorably will never bluff. Assume for contradiction that Ti[I ′] > 0

for both i ∈ N . It follows from the skimming property (property (P1)) that until time

mini∈N Ti[I
′], only the I ′ types on both sides concede. However, since the I ′ type does not

believe that her opponent could be the I ′ type, she cannot be indifferent between conceding

and keep bluffing if only the I ′ type opponent concedes. This contradicts the fact that in

equilibrium, the types who are randomizing must be indifferent.8

Notice that given the opponent’s strategy, it is optimal for I type of any leader to insist

on the same policy position that they agree to when the public reaction is commonly known.

Recall that she would rather stick to the status quo than compromise more. Thus, the I

type will never concede, while the ωi = I ′,U may concede or bluff. In equilibrium, they

will bluff with such probabilities that make the types of leaders who randomize indifferent

between keep bluffing and conceding. Below, I argue that there is a unique solution to

{F ωi
i (t)}i∈N,ωi∈{U ,I′} that satisfies the indifference conditions, and the above four properties

in Lemma 1.

According to property (P4), at least one of the leaders never bluffs when she learns

that the public reaction will move unfavorably (the I ′ types). We say that the two leaders

have balanced strengths when this is true for both leaders (TL[I ′] = TR[I ′] = 0), and the

strengths are unbalanced when one of them never bluffs, but the other bluffs after learning

the public reaction will move unfavorably. We call the leader who bluffs the strong bar-

gainer and the leader who does not bluff the weak bargainer — that is, leader i is the strong

bargainer and leader j 6= i is the weak bargainer when Ti[I ′] > 0 and Tj[I ′] = 0.

8A similar property holds in Fanning (2021) in a very different context. The author considers a reputa-
tional bargaining model where the leaders may privately tell a mediator that they are not committed to their
demands and are willing to compromise. The mediator discloses this information when both sides reveal their
willingness to compromise. The author shows that at least one leader has to give up immediately after telling
the mediator that she is willing to compromise, but the mediator stays silent.
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Below, we first find the condition that makes bargaining strengths balanced. Notice that

when the bargaining strengths are balanced, after no concession at time 0, there is only one

non-stubborn type on each side (the U type). This game is similar to AG, and as in AG, we

can uniquely identify the condition that makes this an equilibrium.

Second, we consider unbalanced bargaining strengths. We start with the extreme case

where one leader (strong bargainer) always bluffs and one (weak bargainer) never bluffs

after learning that the public reaction will move unfavorably. This means after no conces-

sion at time 0; there is only one non-stubborn type of the weak bargainer (U), while two

non-stubborn types of the strong bargainer (I ′ or U). This game is similar to APS, and as

in APS, we can uniquely identify the condition that makes this an equilibrium.

Third, based on the above two conditions, we then classify the unbalanced environment

as moderately or extremely unbalanced. When the bargaining strengths are extremely un-

balanced, the strong bargainer always bluffs, and when it is only moderately unbalanced,

the strong bargainer only sometimes bluffs.

Balanced Strengths

If both leaders never bluff after learning that the public reaction will move unfavorably,

then

F I′

i (0) = F I′

j (0) = 1

or Ti[I ′] = Tj[I
′] = 0. Then, it follows from (P3) that the uninformed types will always

bluff (F Ui (0) = F Uj (0) = 1).

After no immediate concession, the uninformed types understand that they are either

facing a stubborn I type or an uninformed type. This game is same as in AG with one

non-stubborn type on each side. There are two differences: (1) both leaders cannot be the

stubborn type, (2) the uninformed type ωi = U also updates her belief over time regarding

which way the public reaction will move:

πj(t) =
πj
[
(1− εj) + εj(1− F Uj (t))

]
1−GUj (t)

. (5)

The denominator is the probability that the opponent does not concede by time t, and the

numerator is the initial probability that the public reaction will move unfavorably times

the probability that the opponent does not concede by time t given that the public reac-

tion moves unfavorably. Suppose that j has not conceded until time t. If ωi = U con-
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cedes she gets πj(t)(1 − xj), and if she keeps bluffing and concede after time ∆ she gets

e−ri∆πj(t+ ∆)(1− xj). However, if the opponent concedes in the mean time she will get

xi. Accordingly, ωi = U is indifferent if

GUj (t+ ∆)−GUj (t)

1−GUj (t)
·xi+

(
1−

GUj (t+ ∆)−GUj (t)

1−GUj (t)

)
e−ri∆πj(t+∆)(1−xj) = πj(t)(1−xj).

Rearranging and taking ∆→ 0, we get9

dGUj (t)

dt

1−GUj (t)
=
riπj(t)(1− xj)− π′j(t)(1− xj)

xi − πj(t)(1− xj)
. (6)

Differentiating πj(t) in (5) and substituting πj(t) and π′j(t) in the above, we get (See the

Appendix)
dGUj (t)

dt

1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t)
=

ri(1− xj)πj
xi − (1− xj)πj

=:
1

ηj
. (ηj)

Solving this differential equation, we get

GUj (t) = 1 + πi(1− εj)− exp

(
− 1

ηj
t

)
.

When ωj = U finishes bluffing at time Tj , we have GUj (Tj) = 1−πj(1− εj). This gives us

Tj = ln
(
(1− εj)−ηj

)
.

Define, for any j ∈ N ,

B1
j (θ, ε) :=

(1− εi)−ηi
(1− εj)−ηj

. (B1
j )

Recall that property (P2) requires TL = TR. Therefore, such balanced of strength occurs

when

B1
j (θ, ε) = 1.

Notice that B1
L(θ, ε) = 1/B1

R(θ, ε). Thus, when the bargaining strength is balanced,

B1
j (θ, ε) = 1 for all j ∈ N .

9The argument for the differentiability of Gωi
j (t) is standard in the reputational bargaining literature. See

AG for details.
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Unbalanced Strengths

Next, we consider the case where leader j never bluffs and leader i always bluffs when they

learn that the public reaction will move unfavorably. That is,

F I′

j (0) = 1 and F I′

i (0) = 0.

It follows from property (P3) that the uninformed leader i will always bluff (F Ui (0) = 0).

However, the uninformed leader j may not always bluff. Let us assume that ωj = U always

bluffs — that is, F Uj (0) = 0.

This game is similar to APS. If there is no concession at time 0, then there is only one

non-stubborn type of leader j (type U) but two non-stubborn types (type I ′ and U) of leader

i. It follows from property (P1) that there are two phases:

- Phase 1: for a time interval [0, Ti[I
′]], ωi = I ′ and ωj = U will randomize, and

- Phase 2: thereafter in the time interval [Ti[I
′], T ], ωi = U and ωj = U will randomize.

Phase 1: Conditional on no concession from j until time t, ωi = I ′ is indifferent

between conceding and keep bluffing for the next ∆ time if

GI′
j (t+ ∆)−GI′

j (t)

1−GI′
j (t)

· xi +

(
1−

GI′
j (t+ ∆)−GI′

j (t)

1−GI′
j (t)

)
e−ri∆(1− xj) = (1− xj).

Notice that unlike the uninformed type, type I ′ knows that the public reaction will move

unfavorably. Therefore, πj(t) does not affect this indifference condition. Rearranging and

taking ∆→ 0, we get (See the Appendix)

dGI
′
j (t)

dt

1−GI′
j (t)

= ri
(1− xj)

xi − (1− xj)
=:

1

λj
. (λj)

Solving this differential equation, we get

GI′

j (t) = 1− exp

(
− 1

λj
t

)
.

On the other hand, ωj = U is indifference when (6) holds true (interchanging the subscripts

i and j). However, unlike under the balanced strength case, ωi = U has not yet started
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conceding (F Ui (t) = 0). Therefore,

πi(t) =
πi

1−GUi (t)
.

Differentiating this, and substituting πi(t) and π′i(t) in the indifference condition (6), we

get (see the appendix)
dGUi (t)

dt
=
rj(1− xi)πi

xj
=

1

ζi
. (ζi)

Solving this differential equation, we get

GUi (t) =
1

ζi
t.

When ωi = I ′ finish bluffing at time Ti[I ′], we have GUi (Ti[I
′]) = πj(1− εi). This gives us

Ti[I
′] = ζiπj(1− εi). (7)

Phase 2: As is the case under balanced strength (see equation (ηj)), the U types from

both side randomize starting from Ti[I
′]. Therefore for any leader j ∈ N

GUj (t) = 1 + πi(1− εj)−
(
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (Ti[I

′])
)

exp

(
− 1

ηj
(t− Ti[I ′])

)
. (8)

To specify these equilibrium beliefs for all j ∈ N , we need to know GUj (Ti[I
′]). Recall that

ωj = U believes that by time Ti[I ′], ωi = I ′ has finished bluffing but the ωi = U has not

even started conceding yet. Therefore,

GUi (Ti[I
′]) = πj(1− εi).

However, ωi = U does not randomize in the first phase. This is because she believes that

ωj = I ′ never bluffs, and ωj = U is conceding too fast (or not bluffing enough). ωi = I ′

randomizes in the time interval [0, Ti[I
′]] and believes that leader j stops bluffing by time

Ti[I
′] with probability

GI′

j (Ti[I
′]) = 1− exp

(
− 1

λj
Ti[I

′]

)
.
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Unlike the ωi = I ′ type the uninformed type also assign probability πi(1 − εj) that leader

j will never bluff and concede immediately. Therefore,

GUj (Ti[I
′]) = 1 + πi(1− εj)− exp

(
− 1

λj
Ti[I

′]

)
.

Substituting GUi (Ti[I
′]) and GUj (Ti[I

′]) in (8), we get that in the time interval [Ti[I
′], T ] the

belief of the uninformed types must be as follows.

GUi (t) = 1 + πj(1− εi)− exp

(
− 1

ηi
(t− Ti[I ′])

)

GUj (t) = 1 + πi(1− εj)− exp

(
− 1

λj
Ti[I

′]− 1

ηj
(t− Ti[I ′])

)
.

For any j ∈ N , when ωj = U finishes bluffing at time Tj , we haveGUj (Tj) = 1−πj(1−εj).

Solving this and substituting Ti[I ′] using (7), we get

Ti = ln((1− εi)−ηi) + ζiπj(1− εi).

Tj = ln((1− εj)−ηj) + ζiπj(1− εi)
(

1− ηj
λj

)
.

Define

B2
j (θ, ε) :=

(1− εi)−ηi · χj(θ, ε)
(1− εj)−ηj

, (B2
j )

where

χj(θ, ε) := exp

(
ηj
λj
ζiπj(1− εi)

)
.

Recall that property (P2) requires Ti = Tj . Therefore, the above specification constitutes

an equilibrium when

B2
j (θ, ε) = 1.

Since B1
R(θ, ε) = 1/B1

L(θ, ε), for any (θ, ε), B1
j ≤ 1 for some j ∈ N . Moreover,

since for any (θ, ε), χj ≥ 1, B2
j ≥ B1

j for any j ∈ N . For any (θ, ε), B1
j and B2

j capture

the relative bargaining strength of leader j in the following two events respectively: (1)

Neither leader bluffs after learning that the public reaction will move unfavorably (F I′
i (0) =

F I′
j (0) = 1). (2) Leader j never bluffs and leader i always bluffs after learning that the

public reaction will move unfavorably (F I′
i (0) = 0 and F I′

j (0) = 1). When B2
j ≥ 1 ≥
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B1
j , we say that leader j is moderately weak or the bargaining strengths are moderately

unbalanced. When 1 ≥ B2
j , we say that leader j is extremely weak or the bargaining

strengths are extremely unbalanced.

Moderately Unbalanced Strengths

Suppose (θ, ε) is such that

B2
j ≥ 1 ≥ B1

j

for some j ∈ N . If the second equality holds, then the strengths are exactly balanced, and

neither leader bluffs after learning that the public reaction will move unfavorably (F I′
i (0) =

F I′
j (0) = 1). Figure 1 plots the uninformed types’ beliefs over time that the opponent is

stubborn. When F I′
i (0) = F I′

j (0) = 1, the dotted curves capture these beliefs. Property

(P2) requires that they reach 1 at the same time. This holds true when B1
j = 1. However,

for B1
j < 1, j will take longer.

If the first equality holds, then leader j never bluffs and leader i always bluffs after

learning that the public reaction will move unfavorably (F I′
i (0) = 0 and F I′

j (0) = 1).

The dashed curves in Figure 1 capture these beliefs. They reach 1 at the same time when

B2
j = 1. However, for B2

j > 1, i will take longer.

Thus, when the inequalities are strict, leader j is weak enough that leader i bluffs after

learning that the public reaction will move unfavorably, but not so weak that leader i al-

ways bluffs. That is, it must be that F I′
i (0) ∈ (0, 1). As F I′

i (0) increases Ti[I ′] falls, and

accordingly, Ti falls and Tj increases. I show that to reach an equilibrium path of belief,

we must have

F I′

i (0) = 1 +

(
lnB1

j

lnB2
j − lnB1

j

)
.

Notice that as long as F I′
i (0) > 0, the uninformed types will always bluff (property (P3)).

Extremely Unbalanced Strengths

Suppose (θ, ε) is such that

1 ≥ B2
j .

Since B2
j ≥ B1

j , leader j is the weak bargainer. We can see in Figure 2 that when 1 > B1
j

the dotted lines do not reach 1 at the same time — that is, j takes longer to build her

reputation. When 1 = B2
j , leader j never bluffs and leader i always bluffs after learning
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0 t

Belief

1

πi(1−εi)
1−πj(1−εi)F I

′
i (0)

πj(1−εj)
1−πi(1−εj)

Ti[I
′] T

B2
j > 1 > B1

j

Phase 2

ωi = U and

ωj = U mix

Phase 1

ωi = I ′ and

ωj = U mix

Figure 1: The vertical axis shows the belief of the uninformed type that the opponent is
the I type. Red captures the belief about j and blue captures the belief about i. The dotted
curves represent the belief if F I′

i (0) = F I′
j (0) = 1. We can see that j will take longer to

build her reputation. This means j is a weak bargainer. The dashed curves represent the
belief if F I′

i (0) = 0, F I′
j (0) = 1. We can see that i will take longer to build her reputation.

This means j is only a moderately weak bargainer. The solid curves show the equilibrium
belief. Specification: r = (1, 1), π = (0.6, 0.4), x = (0.65, 0.915), ε = (0.2, 0.2).

that the public reaction will move unfavorably (F I′
i (0) = 0 and F I′

j (0) = 1). The dashed

curves in Figure 2 capture the resulting beliefs. When B2
j = 1, they reach 1 at the same

time. However, for 1 > B2
j , j still takes longer. This means even the uninformed type

of leader j cannot always bluff (F Uj (0) > 0). As F Uj (0) increases Tj falls but Ti[I ′] or Ti
remain unaffected. I show that to reach the equilibrium path of belief, we must have

F Uj (0) =
1

εj

(
1− (B2

j )
1/ηj
)
.

Notice that when B2
j = 1, we have F Uj (0) = 0 and F I′

i (0) = 0, and when B1
j = 1,

F I′
i (0) = 1.

Finally, from Gωi
j (t), using (3), (4), we can uniquely identify F ωi

i (t) for all i ∈ N and

ωi ∈ {I ′,U} as shown in the following theorem. Recall that our model primitives are the

bargaining environment θ and the information environment ε. To describe the unique war of
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0 t

Belief

1

πi(1− εi)

πj(1−εj)
1−πi(1−εj)−εjFUj (0)

Ti[I
′] T

1 > B2
j

Phase 2

ωi = U and

ωj = U mix

Phase 1

ωi = I ′ and

ωj = U mix

Figure 2: The vertical axis shows the belief of the uninformed type that the opponent is
the I type. Red captures the belief about j and blue captures the belief about i. The
dotted curves represent the belief if F I′

i (0) = F I′
j (0) = 1. We can see that j will take

longer to build her reputation. This means j is a weak bargainer. The dashed curves
represent the belief if F I′

i (0) = 0, F I′
j (0) = 1. We can see that j still takes longer to

build her reputation (the dashed curve coincides with the solid blue curve). This means
j is a very weak bargainer. The solid curves show the equilibrium belief. Specification:
r = (1, 1), π = (0.6, 0.4), x = (0.65, 0.93), ε = (0.2, 0.2).

attrition equilibrium, we use the following expressions: (1) (ηj), which captures how much

a leader j ∈ N bluffs to keep ωi = U indifferent when two uninformed types randomize,

(2) (λj), which captures how much a leader j ∈ N bluffs to keep ωi = I ′ indifferent when

ωi = I ′ and ωj = U randomizes, (3) (ζi), which captures how much a leader i ∈ N bluffs to

keep ωj = U indifferent when ωi = I ′ and ωj = U randomizes, (4) (B1
j ), which captures the

bargaining strength of j when neither leader bluffs after learning that the public reaction

will move unfavorably, and (5) (B2
j ), which captures the bargaining strength of j when

leader j never bluffs but leader i always bluffs after learning that the public reaction will

move unfavorably. Notice that ηj, λj and ζi depend only on the bargaining environment

θ, while B1
j and B2

j depend on both the bargaining environment θ and the information

environment ε.
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Theorem 1 Under continuous time bargaining, assuming the I type is committed to the

policy position that they agree to when public reaction is commonly known, a unique equi-

librium emerges that resembles a war of attrition with multiple non-commitment types on

both sides. In equilibrium, these non-commitment types ωi ∈ {I ′,U} may bluff and mas-

querade as the I type, and stops bluffing by time t with probability F ωi
i (t) which is specified

as follows.

1. If (θ, ε) is such that B2
j (θ, ε) ≥ 1 ≥ B1

j (θ, ε) for some j ∈ N , then

F I′

i (t) = F I′

i (0) + t/(πj(1− εi)ζi)

F Ui (t) =
1

εi

(
1− exp

(
−(t− Ti[I ′])

ηi

))
1(t ≥ Ti[I

′])

F I′

j (t) = 1(t ≥ 0)

F Uj (t) =


1
εj

(
1− exp

(
− t
λj

))
if t ≤ Ti[I

′]

1
εj

(
1− exp

(
−Ti[I

′]
λj
− (t−Ti[I′])

ηj

))
if t ≥ Ti[I

′]

where F I′
i (0) = 1 +

(
lnB1

j

lnB2
j−lnB1

j

)
, Ti[I

′] = ζiπj(1 − εi)(1 − F I′
i (0)), and T =

ln((1− εi)−ηi) + ζiπj(1− εi)(1− F I′
i (0)).

2. If (θ, ε) is such that 1 ≥ B2
j (θ, ε) for some j ∈ N , then

F I′

i (t) = t/(πj(1− εi)ζi)

F Ui (t) =
1

εi

(
1− exp

(
−(t− Ti[I ′])

ηi

))
1(t ≥ Ti[I

′])

F I′

j (t) = 1(t ≥ 0)

F Uj (t) =


1
εj

(
1− (1− εjF Uj (0)) exp

(
− t
λj

))
if t ≤ Ti[I

′]]

1
εj

(
1− (1− εjF Uj (0)) exp

(
−Ti[I

′]
λj
− (t−Ti[I′])

ηj

))
if t ≥ Ti[I

′]

where F Uj (0) = 1
εj

(
1− (B2

j )
1/ηj
)
, Ti[I

′] = ζiπj(1− εi), and T = ln((1− εi)−ηi) +

ζiπj(1− εi).

In case 1, we say that the bargaining strengths are moderately unbalanced, and in case

2, we say that the bargaining strengths are extremely unbalanced. The result follows from

the discussion preceding the theorem. For the formal derivations, see the appendix. Below,

we highlight some of the important features of this equilibrium.
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First, consider the equilibrium strategy of the strong bargainer (leader i). She bluffs

even after learning that the public reaction will move unfavorably — that is, F I′
i (0) ≤

1. When the bargaining strengths are extremely unbalanced, she always bluffs — that

is F I′
i (0) = 0. She may continue bluffing until time Ti[I ′], where Ti[I ′] is such that

F I′
i (Ti[I

′]) = 1. The uninformed strong bargainer always bluffs — that is, F Ui (0) = 0.

In fact, F Ui (t) = 0 for t ≤ Ti[I
′]. That is, in the first phase, while ωi = I ′ randomizes

between conceding and keep bluffing, the uniformed strong bargainer strictly prefers bluff-

ing. She starts randomizing between conceding and keep bluffing after time Ti[I ′] and may

keep doing so until time T , where T is such that F Ui (T ) = 1.

Second, consider the weak bargainer (leader j). She never bluffs when she learns that

the public opinion will move unfavorably — that is, F I′
j (t) = 1(t ≥ 0). The uninformed

weak bargainer bluffs between [0, T ], where T is such that F Uj (T ) = 1. When the bargain-

ing strengths are extremely unbalanced, she may concede right away rather than bluffing

(F Uj (0) > 0). In the first phase (time interval [0, Ti[I
′]]) she bluffs with such probability

that makes the I ′ type of the opponent indifferent, while in the second phase (time in-

terval [Ti[I
′], T ]), she bluffs with such probability that makes the U type of her opponent

indifferent.

Notice that the first phase lasts for time Ti[I ′], where Ti[I ′] = ζiπj(1− εi)(1−F I′
i (0)).

The strong bargainer does not bluff beyond this time when she learns that the public reac-

tion will move unfavorably. When B1
j = 1, we have balanced strengths, and F I′

i (0) = 1,

which makes Ti[I ′] = 0. That is, there is no first phase. While if 1 ≥ B2
j , the strengths are

extremely unbalanced, and F I′
i (0) = 0. Thus, the first phase lasts for Ti[I ′] = ζiπj(1−εi) >

0.

It is also important to note how the two cases are determined. If B1
j = 1, then

F I′

i (t) = F I′

j (t) = 1(t ≥ 0).

That is, a leader never bluffs when she learns that the public reaction will move unfavorably.

In this case, we say that the bargaining strengths are exactly balanced. If B2
j = 1, then

F I′

i (0) = F Uj (0) = 0.

In this case, leader i always bluffs and leader j never bluffs when they learn that the public

reaction will move unfavorably. This is the demarcation of leader j being moderately weak
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and extremely weak.

Recall from property (P3) in Lemma 1 that

F I′

i (0) · F Uj (0) = 0.

That is, if one of them (ωi = I ′ and ωj = U) does not always bluff, the other will always

bluff. If B2
j > 1 > B1

j , then leader j is weak enough that leader i bluffs, but not so

weak that leader i always bluffs after learning that public reaction will move unfavorably.

Accordingly, in equilibrium, the uninformed weak bargainer always bluffs. Thus, we have

F I′

i (0) ∈ (0, 1) and F Uj (0) = 0.

On the other hand, if 1 > B2
j , then leader j is so weak that leader i always bluffs after

learning that public reaction will move unfavorably. In addition, the uninformed weak

bargainer may concede immediately rather than bluffing. Thus, we have

F I′

i (0) = 0 and F Uj (0) > 0.

2.3 Almost Complete Information

We have seen that when it is commonly known that the public reaction will move unfavor-

ably, a leader concedes immediately (See Section 2.1). However, when there is a positive

probability that the opponent may not know this, the leader may bluff and keep bluffing

for a positive duration. For any (θ, ε), under continuous-time and commitment of the I

type, Theorem 1 characterizes the resulting unique equilibrium, which resembles a war of

attrition. Next, we consider the case of almost complete information — the probability that

the leaders do not know the public reaction ε = (εL, εR) is close to (0, 0). We investigate

whether the distribution of the equilibrium outcome (p, t) is close to that when the public

reaction is commonly known.

Notice that the I types always insist on the same policy p they agree on when the public

reaction is commonly known. Since it is very likely that a leader knows the public reaction,

the probability that they will reach an agreement at a different policy position is negligible.

However, this does not mean they will reach such an agreement immediately. It depends on

how long a leader bluffs even after learning that the public reaction will move unfavorably.

Recall (from Theorem 1) that a weak bargainer never bluffs after learning that the public
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reaction will move unfavorably, while a strong bargainer may bluff. So, we need to under-

stand when ε is small, whether the strong leader keeps bluffing, and how long she keeps

bluffing. Suppose, under almost complete information, she (ωi = I ′, say) does not bluff

for long and concedes immediately with probability F I′
i (0) close to 1. Then, we should see

almost immediate agreement on the same policy position as we see under complete infor-

mation. However, if she bluffs and keeps bluffing for a positive duration (even though there

is only a small chance of concession from the opponent), we can see a delay in reaching an

agreement.

As we can see from Theorem 1 whether the leader bluffs even after learning that the

public reaction will move unfavorably depends on the bargaining strengths. For any given

bargaining environment θ, consider a sequence of {εn} that converges to zero as n → ∞
and consider the corresponding equilibrium strategies F ωi

in (t).

Corollary 1 Under continuous time bargaining, given any bargaining environment θ, as

{εn} → 0, in equilibrium, the leaders almost never bluffs when they learn that the public

reaction will move unfavorably — that is, for all i ∈ N

lim
n→∞

F I′

in(t) = 1(t ≥ 0).

This means that the probability that the leaders will immediately agree on policy position

xL in state L and 1− xR in state R converges to 1.

The argument involves three simple steps. First, I show that for any θ, when n is

sufficiently large, the bargaining strengths cannot be extremely unbalanced. That is, for

sufficiently large n, for any j ∈ N , B2
j (θ, εn) > 1.

Second, under such large n, I show that the bargaining strengths are almost balanced

— that is, B1
j (θ, εn) is close to 1 for any j. This means that even the strong bargainer, say

leader i, almost never bluffs when she learns that the public reaction will move unfavorably

— that is, limn→∞ F
I′
in(0) = 1. Recall that the weak bargainer never bluffs when she learns

that the public reaction will move unfavorably. Therefore, limn→∞ F
I′
in(t) = 1(t ≥ 0) for

all i ∈ N . Third, notice that when ε is small, both leaders are very likely to know the public

reaction (that is, either type I or I ′). If the leaders almost never bluff after learning that

the public reaction will move unfavorably, then the probability that they will immediately

agree on the same policy as they do when the public reaction is commonly known is close

to 1.
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It is important to note that we consider the bargaining environment θ as fixed in the

above robustness argument. It is not necessary that for a given small ε, the bargaining

strengths will be nearly balanced regardless of the bargaining environment θ. In fact, as the

following corollary shows, the bargaining strengths can be extremely unbalanced. Recall

that when the bargaining strengths are extremely unbalanced, the strong bargainer always

bluffs and keeps bluffing for a positive duration. This means that even for small ε, there

are bargaining environments in which when the public reaction favors the weak bargainer,

it is impossible that the leaders will agree on the same policy position as they do when they

commonly know the public reaction.

Corollary 2 Under continuous-time bargaining, given any ε (however small), there exists

a bargaining environment θ = (r, x, π) such that the bargaining strengths are extremely

unbalanced. Accordingly, in equilibrium, the strong bargainer, (say) leader i, always bluffs

when she learns that the public reaction will move unfavorably (F I′
i (0) = 0), and may keep

bluffing for a positive duration, where

F I′

i (t) =
rjπi(1− xi)
xjπj(1− εi)

· t.

This means when the public reaction moves in favor of the weak bargainer, the probability

that they immediately reach an agreement on the same policy position as they do when they

commonly know the public reaction is 0.

To understand this result, consider without loss of generality some ε such that εL ≥
εR > 0. Imagine a bargaining environment θ in which the L constituents are extremely

intolerant when ω = L — that is, xL is close to 1. This means if leader R concedes,

she gets almost nothing. This makes leader R very reluctant to concede. Therefore, in

equilibrium, to keep leader i indifferent between conceding and keep bluffing, the leader L

must concede at a very slow rate. Otherwise, R will always bluff rather than concede. In

fact, as xL → 1, 1/λL, 1/ζL, 1/ηL converge to 0. Also, note that higher xL means leader

L gets a high payoff if the opponent concedes. This makes leader L more willing to keep

bluffing. This means the equilibrium concession rate of leader R is also lower — that is, a

higher xL lowers 1/λR, 1/ζR and 1/ηR. However, this effect is not so severe. I show that

for any ε, such that εL ≥ εR > 0, we can find xL sufficiently close to 1 such that

1 >
(1− εR)−ηR

(1− εL)−ηL
· exp

(
ηL
λL
· ζRπL(1− εR)

)
.
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Thus, leader L is a very weak bargainer. Therefore, in equilibrium, leader R always bluffs

(F I′
R (0) = 0), and may keep bluffing for a positive dusration. It follows from Theorem 1

that

F I′

R (t) =
1

πL(1− εR)ζR
· t =

rLπR(1− xR)

xLπL(1− εR)
· t

which reaches 1 at TR[I ′], where TR[I ′] = ζRπL(1 − εR) = xLπL(1−εR)
rLπR(1−xR)

> 0. This implies

that when ω = L , the probability that the R leader will immediately agree to xL is 0.

3 Discussion

3.1 Endogenous Commitment

In section 2, we assume that the I types are committed to the same policy that they agree

to when the public reaction is commonly known. However, since the I type is not a com-

mitment type (as in AG), the readers may wonder that the I type may play a very different

strategy. It may constitute an equilibrium if the leaders are harshly punished through beliefs

for deviating from such a proposed equilibrium strategy — identified as the weakest type

and given a low continuation value. As the early literature on bargaining with two-sided

asymmetric information (See, for instance, Fudenberg and Tirole (1983), Chatterjee and

Samuelson (1987, 1988), Cramton (1984, 1992), Watson (1998)) pointed out such belief-

based threats can lead to many equilibria. However, in our political bargaining setup, under

the assumption that the leaders never make a demand which is rejected by all types of her

opponent at all history of the game, we can show that the I types endogenously choose to

be committed to such demands. This makes them immune to such belief-based threats.

To understand this endogenous commitment, consider leader L (say). When the leader

learns that the public reaction will move favorably (I type), she will never agree to a policy

position p < xL. However, unlike the stubborn type in AG, she is free to reject a policy

position p ≥ xL. Recall that when the public reaction is commonly known, it follows from

Binmore, Shaked and Sutton (1989) that under ∆ → 0, they immediately agree on the

policy position p = xL. Notice that she cannot get anything more than the worst offer she

considers acceptable. I show that under incomplete information, when ∆ → 0, leader L

will accept any policy position p ≥ xL with probability 1 and reject any policy position

p < 1 − xR with probability 1. Analogously, leader R will accept any policy position

p ≤ 1− xR with probability 1 and reject any policy position p > xL with probability 1.
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This argument is similar in spirit to Watson (1998). The author considers two-sided

asymmetric information bargaining in which the leaders are uncertain about their oppo-

nent’s discount rate. He shows that a leader will accept an offer above the maximum share

she can get under complete information with probability 1, and accept an offer lower than

the minimum share she can get under complete information with probability 0.10

Recall that the ωL = I accepts p < xL with probability 0. The above argument shows

she accepts p ≥ xL with probability 1. Moreover, if she ever demands a policy position

p > xL, it will never be accepted by any type of her opponent at any history of the game.

We assume that in equilibrium, the leaders never make such demands. Thus, ωL = I

becomes endogenously committed to xL.

Two specific features of our setup make the I types committed to the policy that they

agree to when the public reaction is commonly known. The first feature is how the public

reaction affects the distribution of tolerance thresholds. Consider the L leader. Recall that

P (xkL ≤ x|L ) = x · 1(x < 1− xL) + 1(x ≥ 1− xL).

That is, when the public reaction moves favorably, the tolerant L constituents (xkL > 1−xL)

are no longer tolerant, and their tolerance thresholds drop to 1 − xL, while the intolerant

constituents remain as they were. To understand the role of this specific feature, consider

an alternative setup where under state L , the tolerance thresholds of each L constituent are

drawn from U [0, xL].

Suppose that it is commonly known that the state is L . Then, the payoff functions

of L is e−rLt(p − xL)/(1 − xL) and that of R is e−rRt(1 − p). Notice that similar to our

current set up (where the payoff of L is e−rLtp · 1(p ≥ xL)), L will not agree to p < xL.

However, unlike in our current setup, xL also affects the intertemporal preference over

p > xL. A higher xL means when L makes a small compromise (p > xL), she loses more

intolerant constituents. Put differently, when L keeps bargaining, she discounts a lower

share (p − xL)/(1 − xL). This makes her more willing to keep bargaining. Accordingly,

under complete information, in equilibrium, she gets

xL +
rR

rL + rR
(1− xL).

Notice that she gets more than xL. This result is commonly referred to as split the differ-

10Basak (2021) also makes a similar argument. For completeness, I provide the proof in the online ap-
pendix (See Lemma B.1).
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ence. Each side takes the surplus they can get outside (xL for leader L and 0 for leader

R) plus her Rubinstein share of the net surplus (1− xL). Binmore, Rubinstein and Wolin-

sky (1986) first pointed out the conceptual difference between “deal me out” and “split the

difference” solutions while making the connection between the Rubinstein bargaining and

Nash bargaining solution.

If under complete information equilibrium L gets a better policy than xL, then under

incomplete information, she may reject an offer p ≥ xL when she knows that the public

reaction will move favorably. This makes the I type susceptible to belief-based threats.

Under optimistic conjecture, we can construct a similar war of attrition equilibrium where

the I types insist on the same policy position they agree to when the public reaction is

commonly known. Chatterjee and Samuelson (1988) constructed a similar war of attrition

equilibrium but showed that other equilibria could be constructed as well.

The second feature is that each leader may know that the public reaction will move

favorably. It follows from the first feature that the best offer leader L can get is xL. This

second feature implies that the I type never accepts a worse offer. Together, these two fea-

tures give us stubbornness. In contrast, suppose that ωL = I assigns a positive probability

that the public reaction may move unfavorably. She is then willing to accept an offer lower

than p < xL, making her susceptible to belief-based threats.

3.2 Reputational Bargaining

The war of attrition style equilibrium is a common feature of the reputational bargaining

literature. This literature is agnostic about what drives the commitment. Instead, it allows

for many commitment types and finds out which commitment types the rational agent will

mimic. In contrast, this paper considers a political bargaining problem with uncertainty

about a common state — the public reaction. Under binary states, commitment arises

endogenously (See Section 3.1), which leads to a war of attrition similar in spirit to the

reputational bargaining.

AG also establishes that as the time interval between offers ∆ → 0, the outcome un-

der discrete-time bargaining equilibrium converges in distribution to the war of attrition

equilibrium under the continuous-time limit (Proposition 4 in AG). Since under ∆ → 0,

in equilibrium, the I types always behave like the commitment types, it follows from the

same argument that this limiting result holds in our setup.11

11AG establishes this limiting result under more general bargaining protocol, where the players do not
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AG pointed out that this distributional convergence to the continuous-time war of at-

trition equilibrium outcome crucially depends on a Coasian result in Myerson (1991) (See

Theorem 8.4). Formally, this result states that under ∆→ 0, when a leader reveals that she

is not the committed I type and the opponent has not done so, she immediately concedes.

This may not be true under discrete-time. She may gradually reduce her demand rather

than concede immediately. However, when ∆ → 0, the author shows that (1) the bargain-

ing must end in finite time, and (2) the non-stubborn leader always prefers to concede now

over keep bargaining if she knows that the bargaining will end in the next ε time, for some

small positive ε. Thus, the effect of asymmetric information overwhelms the effect of im-

patience. This result is commonly referred to as the reputational Coasian result. There are

two no-stubborn types in our setup, and the uninformed type also updates her belief about

the state. However, these differences do not qualitatively affect the reputational Coasian

result.12

It is important to highlight some interesting differences between the nature of the war

of attrition in this political bargaining and typical reputational bargaining.

First, under reputational bargaining, there is no immediate agreement when the lead-

ers have balanced strengths. In contrast, when the leaders have balanced strengths in our

setup, they give up immediately whenever they learn that the public reaction will move

unfavorably.

Second, if both sides are stubborn in reputational bargaining, they will never reach

an agreement. However, in our setup, the public reaction favors one side or the other.

Therefore, only one of the leaders can be the stubborn type. Thus, regardless of the state,

an agreement will be reached eventually.

Third, under reputational bargaining, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, the stubborn lead-

ers get a lower expected payoff than their rational counterparts (See Sanktjohanser (2018)).

This comes from the fact that, unlike the rational leader, the stubborn leader remains stub-

born even in the end (at time T ) when the opponent does not give up. However, the stubborn

leader is stubborn in our setup because she privately learns that the state favors her. Unlike

the uninformed leader, she knows that the opponent cannot be actually stubborn. Therefore,

in equilibrium, the stubborn leader’s expected payoff is higher than that of the uninformed

leader.13

necessarily move alternately.
12For completeness, I provide the formal proof in the online appendix (See Lemma B.2).
13For the formal comparison of equilibrium payoff, see the online appendix.
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3.3 One-sided uncertainty

Consider a sequence {εin} → 0 and {εjn} → εj > 0. That is, leader i is an informed type

(I or I ′) with a probability of almost 1, but leader j could be uninformed.14

Notice that limn→∞B
1
jn = (1 − εj)ηj < 1 — that is, in the limit, leader j is the weak

bargainer. Therefore, leader j never bluffs when she learns that the public reaction will

move unfavorably

lim
n→∞

F I′

jn(t) = 1(t ≥ 0).

Regardless of the bargaining strengths, limn→∞ Tin = limn→∞ Tin[I ′] — that is, in the

limit, the game only lasts the first phase ([0, limn→∞ Tin[I ′]]). In this first phase, ωi = I ′ ,

and ωj = U randomize between bluffing and conceding.

If εj ∈ (1− exp(−ζiπj/λj), 1), then

lim
n→∞

B2
jn = (1− εj)ηj exp

(
ηj
λj
ζiπj

)
< 1

Therefore, it follows from theorem 1 that in the limit, leader j is extremely weak, and

lim
n→∞

F I′

in(t) =
t

ζiπj

lim
n→∞

F Ujn(t) =
1

εj

(
1− (1− εj) exp

(
−(t− ζiπj)

λj

))
.

Notice that leader i always bluffs while even the uninformed leader j does not always bluff.

In the limit, the bargaining may last until limn→∞ Tin[I ′] = ζiπj .

If εj ∈ (0, 1− exp(−ζiπj/λj)), then

lim
n→∞

B2
jn = (1− εj)ηj exp

(
ηj
λj
ζiπj

)
> 1.

Therefore, it follows from theorem 1 that in the limit, leader j is moderately weak, and

lim
n→∞

F I′

in(t) = 1 +
λj
ζiπj

ln(1− εj) +
t

ζiπj

lim
n→∞

F Ujn(t) =
1

εj

(
1− exp

(
− t

λj

))
.

14Think of leader i having access to excellent data, but not leader j.
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Notice that the uninformed leader j always bluffs, while leader i does not always bluff

when she learns that the public reaction will move unfavorably. In the limit, the bargaining

may last until limn→∞ Tin[I ′] = −λj ln(1− εj).

4 Conclusion

This paper considers a canonical frequent offer Rubinstein bargaining game between two

political leaders. The leaders are uncertain about which way the public reaction will move.

The public reaction determines the tolerance of the constituents and accordingly determines

the cost of compromise for the leaders. The leaders may not know the public reaction with

a positive probability ε. This results in a war of attrition: a leader who knows that the

public reaction will move favorably always insists on the same policy position that they

agree to when the public reaction is commonly known; while a leader who does not know

the public reaction or knows that it will move unfavorably bluffs and masquerade as the

type who knows that the public reaction will move favorably.

We then look into whether under almost complete information (small ε), in equilibrium,

the leaders keep bluffing, or almost immediately agree to the same policy position that they

agree to when the public reaction is commonly known. I show that this is determined

by a notion of balance of bargaining strengths. For any given bargaining environment θ,

when ε → 0, the leaders have almost balanced strengths, leading to no bluff and almost

immediate agreement at the same policy position that they agree to when they commonly

know the public reaction. However, for a given ε (however small), we can find a bargaining

environment θ such that the bargaining strengths are far from balanced. Accordingly, one

of the leaders (we call her the strong bargainer) will always bluff and keep doing so for

a positive duration when she learns that the public reaction will move unfavorably. Thus,

when the public reaction favors the weak bargainer, it is impossible that the two leaders will

immediately agree at the same policy position that they agree to when the public reaction

is commonly known.
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1

It follows from Lemma 1 ((P1) and (P4)) that in equilibrium, (1) in phase 1 (if it exists),

the I ′ type of the strong bargainer and the U type of the weak bargainer randomize; and

(2) in phase 2, the U type from both sides randomize. The types who randomize must

be indifferent between conceding and keep bluffing. First, we solve for these indifference

conditions, and then we show that there is a unique solution to {F ωi
i (t)} for i ∈ N and

ωi ∈ {I ′,U} that satisfy these indifference conditions and Lemma 1.

Step 1: Indifference Conditions

Indifference of ωi = I ′:

Conditional on no agreement until time t, the ωi = I ′ is indifferent between conceding now

and conceding after ∆ time if

GI′
j (t+ ∆)−GI′

j (t)

1−GI′
j (t)

· xi +

(
1−

GI′
j (t+ ∆)−GI′

j (t)

1−GI′
j (t)

)
e−ri∆(1− xj) = (1− xj).

When ∆→ 0, the indifference condition boils down to

dGI
′
j (t)

dt

1−GI′
j (t)

= ri
(1− xj)

xi − (1− xj)
=

1

λj
. (A.1)

Notice that the hazard rate is constant as in AG. Solving differential equation (A.1) with

some starting point t0, we get

GI′

j (t) = 1−
(

1−GI′

j (t0)
)

exp

(
− 1

λj
(t− t0)

)
. (A.2)

Indifference of ωi = U :

While ωi = I ′ knows that the state favors the opponent, ωi = U is uncertain about the state.

After seeing no concession from leader j, she updates her belief that the state favors the
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opponent with probability

πj(t) =
πj
[
(1− εj) + εj(1− F Uj (t))

]
1−GUj (t)

= πj +
πjπi(1− εj)F I′

j (t)

1−GUj (t)
. (A.3)

Unlike the I ′ type, the U type gets πj(t)(1−xj) if she concedes now and πj(t+∆)(1−xj)
if she concedes after time ∆. Accordingly, the U type is indifferent if

GUj (t+ ∆)−GUj (t)

1−GUj (t)
·xi+

(
1−

GUj (t+ ∆)−GUj (t)

1−GUj (t)

)
e−ri∆πj(t+∆)(1−xj) = πj(t)(1−xj).

Rearranging and taking ∆→ 0, we get

lim
∆→0

GUj (t+∆)−GUj (t)

∆

(
xi − e−ri∆πj(t+ ∆)(1− xj)

)
1−GUj (t)

= lim
∆→0

(1− xj)
[
πj(t)− e−ri∆πj(t)

∆
− e−ri∆πj(t+ ∆)− πj(t)

∆

]
,

dGUj (t)

dt

1−GUj (t)
=
riπj(t)(1− xj)− π′j(t)(1− xj)

xi − πj(t)(1− xj)
=

1

λj(t)
. (A.4)

Since π′j(t) ≥ 0 and πj(t) ≤ 1, 1
λj
> 1

λj(t)
. Moreover, since U is always more optimistic

than I ′ that the opponent may concede in the next instance (See equations (3) and (4)), the

LHS in equation (A.1) is lower than the LHS in (A.4). Thus, when the I ′ type is indifferent

between conceding and bluffing, the U type strictly prefers bluffing (consistent with (P1)

in lemma 1).

Recall that if ωi = U randomizes in the first phase, then it is the I ′ opponent who

randomizes, while if ωi = U randomizes in the second phase, then it is the U opponent

who randomizes. Thus, depending on the phase, ωi = U updates her belief πj(t) differently.

Next, we look into these two cases separately.

I ′ opponent randomizes: Consider the case where the opponent of type ωj = I ′

randomizes. Then, ωj = U has not started conceding yet; that is, F Uj (t) = 0. Ac-

cordingly, from equation (A.3), we get πj(t) =
πj

1−GUj (t)
. Differentiating w.r.t t, we get

π′j(t) = πj
dGUj (t)

dt
/
(
1−GUj (t)

)2
. Substituting πj(t) and π′j(t) in the equation (A.4) and
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then simplifying, we get

dGUj (t)

dt

1−GUj (t)
=

ri
πj(1−xj)
1−GUj (t)

− πj
dGUj (t)

dt
(1−xj)

(1−GUj (t))
2

xi − πj(1−xj)
1−GUj (t)

=
riπj(1− xj)

xi(1−GUj (t))− πj(1− xj)
−

dGUj (t)

dt

1−GUj (t)

[
πj(1− xj)

xi(1−GUj (t))− πj(1− xj)

]

⇒
dGUj (t)

dt

1−GUj (t)

[
1 +

πj(1− xj)
xi(1−GUj (t))− πj(1− xj)

]
=

riπj(1− xj)
xi(1−GUj (t))− πj(1− xj)

⇒
dGUj (t)

dt
=
ri(1− xj)πj

xi
=

1

ζj
.

Solving this differential equation with some starting point t0, we get

GUj (t) = GUj (t0) +
1

ζj
(t− t0). (A.5)

U opponent randomizes: Consider the case where ωj = U randomizes. Then, ωj =

I ′ has already conceded; that is, F I′
j (t) = 1. Accordingly, from equation (A.3), we have

πj(t) = πj+
πjπi(1−εj)
1−GUj (t)

.Differentiating w.r.t t, we get π′j(t) = πjπi(1−εj)
dGUj (t)

dt
/
(
1−GUj (t)

)2
.

Substituting πj(t) and π′j(t) in the equation (A.4) and then simplifying, we get

dGUj (t)

dt

1−GUj (t)
=

ri(1− xj)
πj[1+πi(1−εj)−GUj (t)]

1−GUj (t)
− πjπi(1−εj)

dGUj (t)

dt
(1−xj)

(1−GUj (t))
2

xi − (1− xj)
πj[1+πi(1−εj)−GUj (t)]

1−GUj (t)

=
ri(1− xj)πj

[
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t)

]
xi(1−GUj (t))− (1− xj)πj

[
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t)

]
−

dGUj (t)

dt

1−GUj (t)

[
πjπi(1− εj)(1− xj)

xi(1−GUj (t))− (1− xj)πj
[
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t)

]]

⇒
dGUj (t)

dt

1−GUj (t)

[
1 +

πjπi(1− εj)(1− xj)
xi − (1− xj)πj(1 + πi(1− εj))− (xi − (1− xj)πj)GUj (t)

]
=

ri(1− xj)πj
[
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t)

]
xi − (1− xj)πj(1 + πi(1− εj))− (xi − (1− xj)πj)GUj (t)
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⇒
dGUj (t)

dt

1−GUj (t)
=

ri(1− xj)πj
[
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t)

]
xi − (1− xj)πj(1 + πi(1− εj)) + πjπi(1− εj)(1− xj)− (xi − (1− xj)πj)GUj (t)

⇒
dGUj (t)

dt

1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t)
=

ri(1− xj)πj
xi − (1− xj)πj

=
1

ηj
.

Solving this differential equation with starting some point t0, we get

ˆ t

t0

dGUj
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj

=
1

ηj

ˆ t

t0

dt

or, − ln
(
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t)

)
+ ln

(
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t0)

)
=

1

ηj
(t− t0)

or,
(
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t)

)
=
(
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t0)

)
exp

(
− 1

ηj
(t− t0)

)
This gives us

GUj (t) = 1 + πi(1− εj)−
(
1 + πi(1− εj)−GUj (t0)

)
exp

(
− 1

ηj
(t− t0)

)
. (A.6)

Step 2: Balanced Strengths

Recall that Ti[I ′] · Tj[I ′] = 0 (Lemma 1 (P4)). Let us fist consider the case where Ti[I ′] =

Tj[I
′] = 0, that is, a leader never bluffs when she learns that the public reaction will move

unfavorably. This means F I′
i (t) = 1(t ≥ 0) for all i ∈ N . We will look for (θ, ε) such that

this will hold true.

Note that since F I′
i (0) · GI′

j (0) = 0 (Lemma 1 (P3)). Since F I′
i (0) > 0 for all i ∈ N ,

we must have GI′
j (0) = εjF

U
j (0) > 0 for all j ∈ N . Therefore, F Uj (0) = 0 for all j ∈ N .

Accordingly, GUj (0) = πi(1 − εj) and GUi (0) = πj(1 − εi). Only the uninformed types

randomizes after t = 0. Starting from the initial time t0 = 0, the uninformed types on both

sides will update their beliefs that the opponent will bluff until time t according to (A.6).

This gives us

GUj (t) = 1 + πi(1− εj)− exp

(
− 1

ηj
t

)
.
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This means that leader j may continue bluffing until time Tj where

GUj (Tj) = 1 + πi(1− εj)− exp

(
− 1

ηj
Tj

)
= 1− πj(1− εj).

Solving this, we get

exp (Tj) = (1− εj)−ηj .

Since in equilibrium, Ti = Tj (Lemma 1 (P2)), (θ, ε) must be such that

B1
j (θ, ε) =

(1− εi)−ηi
(1− εj)−ηj

= 1. (A.7)

Notice that for any (θ, ε), B1
L = 1/B1

R. When (θ, ε) is such that B1
L = B1

R = 1, we say that

the bargaining strengths are balanced.

Step 3: Unbalanced Strengths

Suppose (θ, ε) is such that B1
j (θ, ε) < 1. Then, if both the I ′ types do not bluff, we

have Ti < Tj and Lemma 1 (P2) does not hold. We say that the bargaining strengths are

unbalanced — leader j is the weak bargainer and leader i is the strong bargainer. To makes

Ti = Tj , it must be that F I′
i (0) < 1. This is because Lemma 1 (P4) means F I′

i (0) = 1 for at

least one i ∈ N , and F I′
j (0) < 1 will widen the gap between Ti and Tj . Since F I′

i (0) < 1,

in the first phase [0, Ti[I
′]], ωi = I ′ and ωj = U randomize, and in the second phase

[Ti[I
′], T ], ωi = U and ωj = U randomize. Since F I′

j (0) = 1, we must have F Ui (0) = 0

(Lemma 1 (P3)). Notice that F Uj (0) can be positive. However, it follows from Lemma 1

(P3) that F I′
i (0) · F Uj (0) = 0.

Belief about leader i:

ωj = U believes that leader i will concede immediately with probability GUi (0) = πj(1 −
εi)F

I′
i (0), and starting from t0 = 0, she updates her belief that the opponent will bluff until

time t according to (A.5) (interchange i and j). This gives us

GUi (t) = πj(1− εi)F I′

i (0) +
1

ζi
t. (A.8)
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By time Ti[I ′], the I ′ type opponent finish bluffing. Therefore,

GUi (Ti[I
′]) = πj(1− εi)F I′

i (0) +
1

ζi
Ti[I

′] = πj(1− εi).

Solving this, we get

Ti[I
′] = ζiπj(1− εi)(1− F I′

i (0)) (A.9)

Starting at time t0 = Ti[I
′], and given GUi (Ti[I

′]) = πj(1 − εi), ωj = U update her belief

that the opponent will bluff until time t according to (A.6) (interchange i and j). This gives

us

GUi (t) = 1 + πj(1− εi)− exp

(
− 1

ηi
(t− Ti[I ′])

)
(A.10)

This means that leader i will keep bluffing until time Ti, where

GUi (Ti) = 1 + πj(1− εi)− exp

(
− 1

ηi
(Ti − Ti[I ′])

)
= 1− πi(1− εi).

Substituting (A.9), we get

exp

(
− 1

ηi
(Ti − ζiπj(1− εi)(1− F I′

i (0)))

)
= (1− εi).

This gives us

Ti = ln((1− εi)−ηi) + ζiπj(1− εi)(1− F I′

i (0)). (A.11)

Note that if F I′
i (0) = 1, then exp(Ti) = (1 − εi)−ηi as in the balanced strength situation.

As F I′
i (0) falls, it take leader i more time to finish building her reputation.

Belief about leader j:

ωi = I ′ believes that leader j will concede immediately with probabilityGI′
j (0) = εjF

U
j (0),

and starting from t0 = 0, she updates her belief that the opponent will bluff until time t

according to (A.2). This gives us

GI′

j (t) = 1− (1− εjF Uj (0)) exp

(
− 1

λj
t

)
. (A.12)
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Since, F I′
j (0) = 1, we have

GUj (t) = πi(1− εj) + 1− (1− εjF Uj (0)) exp

(
− 1

λj
t

)
. (A.13)

Therefore, ωi = U believes that leader j will bluff until time t = Ti[I
′] with probability

GUj (Ti[I
′]) = πi(1− εj) + 1− (1− εjF Uj (0)) exp

(
− 1

λj
Ti[I

′]

)
.

Starting at t0 = Ti[I
′], and given GUj (Ti[I

′]), ωi = U believes that leader j will bluff until

time t according to (A.6). This gives us

GUj (t) = 1+πi(1−εj)−(1−εjF Uj (0)) exp

(
− 1

λj
Ti[I

′]

)
exp

(
− 1

ηj
(t− Ti[I ′])

)
. (A.14)

This means that leader j will continue bluffing until time Tj , where

GUj (Tj) = 1 + πi(1− εj)− (1− εjF Uj (0)) exp

(
− 1

λj
Ti[I

′]

)
exp

(
− 1

ηj
(Tj − Ti[I ′])

)
= 1− πj(1− εj)

This simplifies to

exp

(
− 1

ηj
(Tj − Ti[I ′])

)
=

(1− εj) exp (Ti[I
′])

1
λj

(1− εjF Uj (0))

=⇒ exp (Tj) = (1− εj)−ηj · (1− εjF Uj (0))ηj · exp (Ti[I
′])

1−
ηj
λj

Substituting (A.9), we get

Tj = ln((1− εj)−ηj) + ln((1− εjF Uj (0))ηj)

+
(
ζiπj(1− εi)(1− F I′

i (0))
)(

1− ηj
λj

)
. (A.15)

Note that as F Uj (0) increases Tj falls. Also, since λj < ηj , as F I′
i (0) increases Tj increases.

Since in equilibrium Ti = Tj (Lemma 1 (P2)), it follows from equations (A.11) and
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(A.15) that F I′
i (0) and F Uj (0) must be such that

(1− εi)−ηi · exp

(
ηj
λj
ζiπj(1− εi)(1− F I′

i (0))

)
= (1− εj)−ηj(1− εjF Uj (0))ηj (A.16)

It follows from Lemma 1 (P3) that F I′
i (0)·F Uj (0) = 0. If in equilibrium, F I′

i (0) = F Uj (0) =

0, then it must be that

(1− εi)−ηi · exp

(
ηj
λj
ζiπj(1− εi)

)
= (1− εj)−ηj

or, B2
j (θ, ε) =

(1− εi)−ηi
(1− εj)−ηj

· exp

(
ηj
λj
ζiπj(1− εi)

)
= 1. (A.17)

Moderately Unbalanced Strengths: Leader j is weak enough (1 > B1
j ) that leader

i may bluff even when she learns that the public reaction will move unfavorably. However,

leader j is not so weak (B2
j > 1) that leader i always bluffs when she learns that the

public reaction will move unfavorably. That is, F I′
i (0) ∈ (0, 1). This implies F Uj (0) = 0.

Therefore, solving (A.16), we get

F I′

i (0) = 1 +

(
lnB1

j

lnB2
j − lnB1

j

)
.

Consider the strong bargainer i. In the first phase [0, Ti[I
′]], ωi = U always bluffs

(F Ui (t) = 0), and ωi = I ′ bluffs exactly so much that GUi (t) is as in equation (A.8) (ωj =

U is indifferent). Recall that GUi (t) = εiF
U
i (t) + πj(1 − εi)F

I′
i (t) (See equation (4)).

Substituting (F Ui (t) = 0), we get

F I′

i (t) =
GUj (t)

πj(1− εi)
= F I′

i (0) + t/(πj(1− εi)ζi).

Since ωi = I ′ finish bluffing by time Ti[I ′], F I′
i (Ti[I

′]) = 1. In the second phase [Ti[I
′], T ],

ωi = U bluffs exactly so much that GUi (t) is as in equation (A.10) (ωj = U is indifferent).

Substituting F I′
i (t) = 1 in GUi (t) = εiF

U
i (t) + πj(1− εi)F I′

i (t), we get

F Ui (t) =
1

εi

(
GUi (t)− πj(1− εi)

)
=

1

εi

(
1− exp

(
−(t− Ti[I ′])

ηi

))
.
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Next, consider the weak bargainer j. ωi = I ′ never bluffs — that is,

F I′

j (t) = 1(t ≥ 0).

In the first phase [0, Ti[I
′]], ωj = U bluffs exactly so much that GI′

j (t) is as in equation

(A.12) (ωi = I ′ is indifferent). Recall that GI′
j (t) = εjF

U
j (t) (See equation (3)). Therefore,

for t ∈ [0, Ti[I
′]],

F Uj (t) =
GI′
j (t)

εj
=

1

εj

(
1− exp

(
− t

λj

))
In the second phase [Ti[I

′], T ], ωj = U bluffs exactly so much that GUj (t) is as in equation

(A.14) (ωi = U is indifferent). Substituting F I′
j (t) = 1 in GUj (t) = εjF

U
j (t) + πi(1 −

εj)F
I′
j (t) (See equation (4)), we get that for t ∈ [Ti[I

′], T ],

F Uj (t) =
GUj (t)− πi(1− εj)

εj
=

1

εj

(
1− exp

(
−Ti[I

′]

λj
− (t− Ti[I ′])

ηj

))
.

Extremely Unbalanced Strengths: Leader j is so weak (1 > B2
j ) that leader i always

bluffs when she learns that the public reaction will move unfavorably. That is, F I′
i (0) = 0.

Since 1 > B2
j , if F I′

i (0) = F Uj (0) = 0, we have Tj > Ti. which violates Lemma 1 (P2). To

make Tj = Ti, F Uj (0) must be such that equation (A.16) holds. Solving this, we get

F Uj (0) =
1

εj

(
1− (B2

j )
1/ηj
)
.

Consider the strong bargainer i. In the first phase [0, Ti[I
′]], ωi = U always bluffs

(F Ui (t) = 0), and ωi = I ′ bluffs exactly so much that GUi (t) is as in equation (A.8), which

gives us

F I′

i (t) =
GUj (t)

πj(1− εi)
= t/(πj(1− εi)ζi).

In the second phase [Ti[I
′], T ], ωi = U bluffs exactly so much that GUi (t) is as in equation

(A.10), which gives us

F Ui (t) =
1

εi

(
GUi (t)− πj(1− εi)

)
=

1

εi

(
1− exp

(
−(t− Ti[I ′])

ηi

))
.
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Next, consider the weak bargainer j. ωi = I ′ never bluffs — that is,

F I′

j (t) = 1(t ≥ 0).

In the first phase [0, Ti[I
′]], ωj = U bluffs exactly so much that GI′

j (t) is as in equation

(A.12), which gives us

F Uj (t) =
GI′
j (t)

εj
=

1

εj

(
1− (1− εjF Uj (0)) exp

(
− t

λj

))
for t ∈ [0, Ti[I

′]]. In the second phase [Ti[I
′], T ], ωj = U bluffs exactly so much that GUj (t)

is as in equation (A.14), which give us

F Uj (t) =
1

εj

(
1− (1− εjF Uj (0)) exp

(
−Ti[I

′]

λj
− (t− Ti[I ′])

ηj

))
for t ∈ [Ti[I

′], T ]. �

Proof of Corollary 1

Step 1: Given θ, for sufficiently large n, the bargaining strengths cannot be extremely

unbalanced.

Consider εi ∈ (0, ε̃) for all i ∈ N . Suppose that leader L is the strong bargainer.

Then, B1
L(θ, ε) = (1 − εR)−ηR/(1 − εL)−ηL ≤ (1 − ε̃)−ηR . The inequality follows from

setting εL = 0 and εR = ε̃. Similarly, if leader R is the strong bargainer, then B1
R(θ, ε) =

(1− εL)−ηL/(1− εR)−ηR ≤ (1− ε̃)−ηL . Therefore,

max
i∈{L,R}

B1
i (θ, ε) ≤ (1− ε̃)−max{ηL,ηR}.

Suppose that L is very weak — that is, 1 ≥ B2
L(θ, ε). Then,

1 ≥ (1− εR)−ηR · χL
(1− εL)−ηL

,

or,
(

(1− εR)−ηR

(1− εL)−ηL

) 1
(1−εL)

≥ exp

(
ηR
λR
· ζLπR

)
.
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This is possible only if

(1− ε̃)−
1

1−ε̃ ≥ exp

(
1

max{ηL, ηR}
· ηR
λR
· ζLπR

)
.

Similarly, R is very weak — that is, 1 ≥ B2
R(θ, ε) only if

(1− ε̃)−
1

1−ε̃ ≥ exp

(
1

max{ηL, ηR}
· ηL
λL
· ζRπL

)
.

Given the bargaining environment θ, let us define

k1 :=
1

max{ηL, ηR}
·min

{
ηRζLπR
λR

,
ηLζRπL
λL

}

and φ(ε̃) := − ln(1− ε̃)
1− ε̃

.

Therefore, given θ, the bargaining strengths are extremely unbalanced only if

φ(ε̃) ≥ k1.

Note that for a given θ, k1 is a positive constant, while φ(ε̃) is increasing in ε̃, and φ(ε̃)→ 0

as ε̃ → 0. Define ε1 such that φ(ε1) = k1. Then, for ε̃ < ε1, φ(ε̃) < k1. There exists n1

such that when n > n1, εin < ε̃ < ε1 for all i ∈ {L,R}, which implies the bargaining

strengths cannot be extremely unbalanced.

Step 2: Assume that n is sufficiently large such that the bargaining strengths are not

extremely unbalanced. Given (θ, εn), let Xin be the random variable that captures when,

in equilibrium, leader i stops bluffing after she learns that the public reaction will move

unfavorably. We have Pr(Xin ≤ t) = F I′
in(t). We show that the sequence of random

variable Xn converges to the constant 0 — that is,

lim
n→∞

F I′

in(t) = 1(t ≥ 0).

Consider εi < ε̃ for all i ∈ {L,R}. If leader i is the weak bargainer, then F I′
i (t) =

1(t ≥ 0). Therefore, the above claim is trivially true. Suppose that leader i is the strong
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bargainer. Then we have

|1− F I′

in(t)| ≤ −
(

lnB1
j

lnB2
j − lnB1

j

)

=
1

πj(1− εi)

(
λj
ζiηj

)
[ηi ln(1− εi)− ηj ln(1− εj)]

≤ 1

πj

(
λj
ζi

)[
− ln(1− ε̃)

1− ε̃

]
.

The last inequality follows since 1
1−εi ≤

1
1−ε̃ and ηi ln(1−εi)−ηj ln(1−εj) ≤ −ηj ln(1−ε̃).

Define

k2 := max{ λR
πRζL

,
λL
πLζR

}.

Recall that φ(ε̃) in increasing, and as ε̃ → 0, k2φ(ε̃) → 0. For any δ > 0, define ε2 such

that k2φ(ε2) := δ. This means for ε̃ < ε2,

|1− F I′

in(t)| ≤ k2φ(ε̃) < δ.

Let n2 be such that when n > n2, εin < ε̃ < ε2 for all i ∈ {L,R}. Therefore, for any

δ > 0, when n > max{n1, n2}, εin < ε̃ < min{ε1, ε2} for all i ∈ {L,R} and accordingly,

|1− F I′

in(t)| < δ.

Step 3: Given θ, consider n > max{n1, n2} such that the probability that the I ′ type

bluffs is at most δ. We show that as n → ∞, the probability that the leader will not im-

mediately agree on the same policy position as they do when public reaction is commonly

known converges to 0.

Suppose that the state is L , then the probability that the leaders will not immediately

agree on policy xL is at most εRn+(1−εRn)(1−F I′
Rn(0)) ≤ εRn+(1−εRn)δ. As n→∞,

this upper bound converges to 0. Similarly if the state is R, the probability that the leaders

will not immediately agree on policy 1 − xR is at most εLn + (1 − εLn)(1 − F I′
Ln(0)) ≤

εLn + (1− εLn)δ. As n→∞, this upper bound converges to 0. �
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Proof of Corollary 2

Suppose, without loss of generality, εj ≥ εi. Consider a bargaining environment θ where

xj is close to 1. Then, 1
λj
, 1
ζj
, 1
ηj
→ 0 and 1

λi
, 1
ζi
, 1
ηi

converges to a number bounded away

from 0. Given continuity w.r.t xj , we can find xj close to 1 such that ηj − ηi > 0. Since

εj ≥ εi, and ηj > ηi, B1
j (θ, ε) = (1−εi)−ηi

(1−εj)−ηj
< 1. That is, leader j is the weak bargainer.

Leader j is a very weak bargainer when 1 > B2
j (θ, ε),

or, (1− εj)−ηj > (1− εi)−ηi · exp

(
ηj
λj
ζiπj(1− εi)

)
,

or,
ηj
λj
ζiπj <

1

1− εi
(ηi ln(1− εi)− ηj ln(1− εj)).

Rearranging this and using εj ≥ εi, we get that if(
ηj

ηj − ηi

)
ζi
λj
πj <

− ln(1− εi)
1− εi

= φ(εi),

then leader j is a very weak bargainer. Note that

lim
xj→1

ηi
ηj

= 0, and lim
xj→1

ζi
λj

= 0.

Thus, when xj → 1, the LHS converges to 0. Therefore, for any εi > 0, it follows from

continuity that when xj is sufficiently close to 1, the above inequality holds. Since leader

j is a very weak bargainer, in equilibrium, leader i always bluffs — that is F I′
i (0) = 0. We

can see from Theorem 1 that for t ∈ [0, Ti[I
′]], where Ti[I ′] = ζiπj(1− εi) > 0,

F I′

i (t) =
rjπi(1− xi)
xjπj(1− εi)

· t.

Suppose that leader L is the very weak bargainer. When ω = L , the probability that the

leaders will immediately agree on xL is 0. Analogously, when leader R is the very weak

bargainer, and ω = R, the probability that the leader will immediately agree on 1 − xR is

0. �
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Online Appendix

Lemma B.1 Under assumption 1, in the continuous time limit, leader L accepts policy

p ≥ xL with probability 1, and rejects policy p < 1− xR with probability 1; and leader R

accepts policy p ≤ 1− xR with probability 1, and rejects policy p > xL with probability 1.

Proof.
Let R = R1 × R2 be the set of strategy profile such that any strategy of leader i,

σi ∈ Ri is undominated with respect to R for some type ωi.15 Suppose that after some

history h, the opponent makes an offer p. Let (h, p) be this history and A be the event in

which a leader accepts the current offer. Let Zi be the set of offers any i ∈ N rejects with

positive probability after some history while playing a strategy from the undominated set

of strategies, Ri, that is, Zi := {p ∈ [0, 1]|∃h ∈ H, σi ∈ Ri : σi((h, p))(A) < 1}. Let us

define

pL := supZL and p
R

:= inf ZR.

Let Yi be the set of offers any i ∈ N accepts with positive probability after some his-

tory while playing some strategy from Ri, that is, Yi := {p ∈ [0, 1]|∃h ∈ H, σi ∈ Ri :

σi((h, p))(A) > 0}. Let us define

p
L

:= inf YL and pj := supYj.

This means that leader L will accept any policy p ≥ pL with probability 1 and reject

any policy p < p
L

with probability 1. Similarly, leader R will accept any policy p ≤ p
R

with probability 1 and reject any policy p > pR with probability 1. Since, there is a type of

leader L who never accepts an offer p < xL, it must be that pL ≥ xL. Also, since there is a

type of a leader R who never accepts an offer p > 1− xR, it must be that p
R
≤ 1− xR.

If leader L rejects an offer and makes a counter offer min{1 − xR, pR}, it will be

accepted. On the other hand, if leader R rejects an offer and makes a counter offer p
L

, it

will be definitely rejected. Therefore,

p
L
≥ e−rL∆ min{1− xR, pR} and 1− p

R
≤ e−rR∆(1− p

L
). (B.1)

15Strategy σi is said to be conditionally dominated for leader i of type ωi with respect to R if ∃ σ′
i ∈ Σi

(where Σi the set of all behavioral strategies of leader i), such that after any history h ∈ H (where H is the
set of all possible histories), the expected payoff Ui(σ

′
i, σj , ωi|h) ≥ Ui(σi, σj , ωi|h), ∀ σj ∈ Rj , and there

exists some h ∈ H such that Ui(σ
′
i, σj , ωi|h) > Ui(σi, σj , ωi|h). A strategy is called undominated if it is not

conditionally dominated.
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Analogously, if leader R rejects an offer and makes a counter offer max{xL, pL}, it will be

accepted. On the other hand, if leader L rejects an offer and makes a counter offer pR, it

will be definitely rejected. Therefore,

1− pR ≥ e−rR∆(1−max{xL, pL}) and pL ≤ e−rL∆pR. (B.2)

Assume, for contradiction, that p
R
< 1− xR. Then from (B.1)

p
L
≥ e−rL∆p

R
≥ e−rL∆(1− e−rR∆(1− p

L
))

or, p
L
(1− e−(rL+rR)∆) ≥ e−rL∆(1− e−rR∆)

or, p
L
≥ e−rL∆(1− e−rR∆)

(1− e−(rL+rR)∆)
.

Taking ∆→ 0, we get

p
L
≥ rR
rL + rR

Similarly, p
R
≥ 1− e−rR∆(1− p

L
) ≥ 1− e−rR∆(1− e−rL∆p

R
). Taking ∆→ 0, we get

p
R
≥ rR
rL + rR

.

However, assumption 1 gives us 1−xR ≤ rR
rL+rR

, which contradicts p
R
< 1−xR. Therefore,

p
R

= 1 − xR. This implies 1 − erR∆xR ≥ p
L
≥ e−rL∆(1 − xR). As ∆ → 0, we have

p
L

= 1− xR.

Similarly, if pL > xL, then from (B.2) and taking ∆→ 0, we get

pL ≤
rR

rL + rR
, pR ≤

rR
rL + rR

.

However, assumption 1 gives us xL ≥ rR
rL+rR

, which contradicts pL > xL. Therefore,

pL = xL. This implies 1− e−rR∆(1− xL) ≥ pR ≥ erL∆xL. As ∆→ 0, we have pR = pL.

Thus, leader L always accept policy p ≥ xL and always rejects policy p < 1− xR, and

leader R always accept policy p ≤ 1− xR and always rejects policy p > xL.

Lemma B.2 In the continuous time limit, if leader i ever reveals that she is not committed,

while leader j has not done so, then leader i immediately concedes.

Proof.
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Suppose that the leader i has revealed that she is not the I type. However, the I ′ of U
type of leader i assigns a strictly positive probability that leader j could be the I type. It

follows from Myerson (1991) (Theorem 8.4) that the ωi = I ′ will concede immediately.

However, unlike ωi = I ′, the ωi = U is uncertain about the state. She may expect to get a

higher payoff by keep bluffing. Nevertheless, I show below that the same argument can be

extended to this case as well.

Step 1: The game must end in finite time with probability 1.

ωj = I always insists on getting xj share of the budget. The non-I types of leader j can

always pretend to be the I type and also insist on the same. Letψωjj (t) be the probability that

type ωj of leader j insists on getting xj until some time t. Then, ωi = U believes that leader

j will insist on getting xj with probability ψj(t) = πj(1−εj)+πi(1−εj)ψI
′
j (t)+εjψ

U
j (t).

After reaching t, she believes that the state is down with probability

πj(t) =
πj((1− εj) + εjψ

U
j (t))

ψj(t)
.

Consider t2 > t1. Suppose leader j has been insisting on xj until time t1. If the ωi = U
accepts leader j’s offer then she gets e−rit1πj(t1)(1− xj). If she keeps bargaining until t2,

then the most she can get is

ψj(t2)

ψj(t1)
e−rit2πj(t2)(1− xj) +

(
1− ψj(t2)

ψj(t1)

)
e−rit1xi.

Therefore, after no agreement until time t1, the ωi = U will keep bargaining until t2 only if

ψj(t2)

ψj(t1)
e−ri(t2−t1)πj(t2)(1− xj) +

(
1− ψj(t2)

ψj(t1)

)
xi ≥ πj(t1)(1− xj).

This simplifies to

ψj(t2)

ψj(t1)
≤ xi − πj(t1)(1− xj)
xi − e−ri(t2−t1)πj(t2)(1− xj)

=
xi −

πj((1−εj)+εjψUj (t1))

ψj(t1)
(1− xj)

xi − e−ri(t2−t1)
πj((1−εj)+εjψUj (t2))

ψj(t2)
(1− xj)

=⇒ ψj(t2)xi − e−ri(t2−t1)πj((1− εj) + εjψ
U
j (t2))(1− xj)

≤ ψj(t1)xi − πj((1− εj) + εjψ
U
j (t1))(1− xj)
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=⇒ ψj(t1)− ψj(t2) ≥

πj(1− xj)
xi

·
(
(1− εj)(1− e−ri(t1−t2)) + εj(ψ

U
j (t1)− e−ri(t2−t1)ψUj (t2))

)
=⇒ ψj(t1)− ψj(t2) ≥ πj(1− xj)

xi
·
(
(1− εj)(1− e−ri(t2−t1))

)
=: κ.

Consider t2−t1 = τ . Starting at time 0, the ωi = U will keep bargaining for next τ time

only if she believes that leader j will insists on getting xj with probability less than 1− κ.

Repeating the same argument, she will keep bargaining for 2τ time only if she believes

that leader j will insists on getting xj with probability less than 1 − 2κ, and so on. There

exists K such that 1 − Kκ < πj(1 − εj). Therefore, ωi = U will keep bargaining until

time Kτ only if she believes that leader j will insist on getting xj with probability less than

πj(1 − εj). This contradicts that fact that leader j could be type I and always insists on

getting xj .

Step 2: ωi = U must concede immediately.

Suppose, for contradiction, that this is not true. Let t > 0 be the supremum of the time

such that the ωi = U has not conceded and accepted leader j’s offer. Consider the last ε

time interval, (t − ε, t). Let x be the sup of ωi = U’s payoff if leader j agrees to take less

than xj in (t − ε, t − (1 − β)ε), where β ∈ (0, 1). Let y be the sup of ωi = U’s payoff if

leader j does not do so. Let ξ =
ψj(t−(1−β)ε)

ψj(t−ε)
be the probability ωi = U assigns to leader j

not accepting anything below xj in (t− ε, t− (1− β)ε).

At any t, leader j can behave like the ωj = I and insist on getting xj , and thus, guarantee

herself e−rj(t−t)xj. So the maximum share leader j can get is (1− e−rj(t−t)xj). Therefore,

ωi = U’s expected payoff can not be higher than πj(t)(1− e−rj(t−t)xj). This gives us

x ≤ πj(t− ε)(1− e−rjεxj),

y ≤ e−rjβεπj(t− (1− β)ε)(1− e−rj(1−β)εxj).

If the ωi = U accepts leader j’s offer she gets πj(t − ε)(1 − xj) and if she keeps

bargaining until t, then she gets at most

(1− ξ)πj(t− ε)(1− e−rjεxj) + ξe−rjβεπj(t− (1− β)ε)(1− e−rj(1−β)εxj).
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Therefore, after no agreement until time t− ε, ωi = U keeps bargaining until t only if

ξ ≤ πj(t− ε)(1− e−rjεxj − (1− xj))
πj(t− ε)(1− e−rjεxj)− e−rjβεπj(t− (1− β)ε)(1− e−rj(1−β)εxj)

or,
ψj(t− (1− β)ε)

ψj(t− ε)
≤ 1− e−rjεxj − (1− xj)

1− e−rjεxj − e−rjβε πj(t−(1−β)ε)

πj(t−ε)
(1− e−rj(1−β)εxj)

After substituting πj(.), this simplifies to

(1− e−rjεxj)
ψj(t− (1− β)ε)

ψj(t− ε)
− e−rjβε(1− e−rj(1−β)εxj)

(1− εj) + εjψ
U
j (t− (1− β)ε)

(1− εj) + εjψUj (t− ε)

≤ 1− e−rjεxj − (1− xj).

or, Aξ −Bξj ≤ 1− e−rjεxj − (1− xj)
(1− e−rjεxj)− e−rjβε(1− e−rj(1−β)εxj)

, (B.3)

where,

ξj =
(1− εj) + εjψ

U
j (t− (1− β)ε)

(1− εj) + εjψUj (t− ε)

is the conditional probability of insistence by leader j until t − (1 − β)ε from t − ε given

the state favors j, and

A =
(1− e−rjεxj)

(1− e−rjεxj)− e−rjβε(1− e−rj(1−β)εxj)

B =
e−rjβε(1− e−rj(1−β)εxj)

(1− e−rjεxj)− e−rjβε(1− e−rj(1−β)εxj)
.

Note that

A−B = 1.

It is easy to check that 0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξj ≤ 1.

Claim 1 For β ∈ (xj, 1), ∃δβ < 1 such that when ε→ 0, ξ < δβ .

Proof. Assume for contraction that the above claim does not hold true. Then, there

exists a subsequence of ξ(εn) that converges to 1 while εn → 0. If ξ = 1, then it must be

that ξj = 1. This implies that the LHS of equation B.3 is A − B = 1. Taking ε → 0 and
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using L’Hospital rule, the right hand side of equation B.3 becomes

rjxj
rjxj + rjβ(1− xj)− rj(1− β)xj

=
xj
β
.

Therefore, when β ∈ (xj, 1), for any sequence of εn → 0, the RHS of equation B.3 is

strictly less than 1. This contradicts the inequality in equation B.3.

Therefore, ωi = U will play a strategy that can continue the bargaining from (t − ε)

to (t − (1 − β)ε) only if ψj(t − (1 − β)ε) < δβψj(t − ε). Repeating the same argument,

the ωi = U will keep bargaining from t − (1 − β)ε to t − (1 − β)2ε only if ψj(t − (1 −
β)2ε) < δβψj(t − (1 − β)ε) < δ2

βψj(t − ε). Repeating the argument K times we get,

ψj(t − (1 − β)Kε) < δKβ ψj(t − ε). Since leader j could be the I type and always insists

on getting xj , ψj(.) ≥ πj(1 − εj). However, for K such that δKβ < πj(1 − εj), the

above inequality cannot hold true. Note that leader i always get the chance to make offers

sufficiently close to t − (1 − β)mε for all m = 1, 2 . . . K. Therefore, ωi = U will never

play a strategy that will continue the bargaining until t. This contradicts the definition of t.

Equilibrium payoff comparison

Let us define V ωi
i as the expected payoff of type ωi of leader i in equilibrium. Suppose

that the leader j is a weak bargainer. ωj = U plays the following strategy with positive

probability — wait until T and then concede if leader i has not conceded already. Therefore,

V Uj =

[
πj(1− εi)

ˆ Ti[I
′]

0

e−rjtdF I′

i (t) + εi

ˆ T

Ti[I′]

e−rjtdF Ui (t)

]
xj+πi(1−εi)e−rjT (1−xi).

In contrast, ωj = I always insists, and hence her payoff is

V I
j =

[
(1− εi)

ˆ Ti[I
′]

0

e−rjtdF I′

i (t) + εi

ˆ T

Ti[I′]

e−rjtdF Ui (t)

]
xj.

= V Uj + πi(1− εi)

(ˆ Ti[I
′]

0

e−rjtdF I′

i (t)xj − e−rjT (1− xi)

)
> V Uj .

Next, consider the strong bargainer i. Unlike ωj = U , the ωi = U keeps waiting after

seeing no immediate concession from her opponent. She waits until Ti[I ′] before starting
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to concede. She plays the following strategy with positive probability — wait until T and

then concede if leader j has not conceded already. Therefore,

V Ui =

[
πi(1− εj) + εj

ˆ T

Ti[I′]

e−ritdF Uj (t)

]
xi + πj(1− εj)e−riT (1− xj).

ωi = I always insists, and hence her payoff is

V I
i =

[
(1− εj) + εj

ˆ T

Ti[I′]

e−ritdF Uj (t)

]
xi = V Ui +πj(1−εj)

(
xi − e−rjT (1− xj)

)
> V Ui .

Thus, the stubborn type gets a higher expected payoff compared to the uninformed

type. An uninformed leader j believes that that leader i could be stubborn with probability

πi(1 − εi). Unlike the stubborn type, the uninformed leader j can raise her offer at the

last minute and recovers e−rjT (1 − xi). In contrast, the stubborn type knows that the

opponent cannot be stubborn and assigns this probability πi(1− εi) to leader i being the I ′

type. Therefore, with probability πi(1− εi) she gets
´ Ti[I′]

0
e−rjtdF I′

i (t)xj , which is strictly

higher than what the uninformed type can recover by giving up at the last minute. �
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